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1. INTRODUCTION 

Ue intend to review some track-fitting methods in high-energy physics 
experiments, referring in particular to recent counter experiments at CERN. Me 
want to remark that in our choice of examples ue have not been guided by the 
wish to pay tribute to experiments for whose data analysis a specific algorithm 
has first been successfully applied - rather ue had pedagogical intentions, e.g. 
to quote such experiments as would allow us to compare different approaches. 

The task of reconstructing a physically interesting event out of a bulk of 
measurements is, in general, split up into several steps, depending on the 
complexity and modularity of the set-up. 

In this report ue uill assume that the problem of associating the often 
ambiguous coordinate information - as measured by different kinds of discrete 
detectors such as uire chambers - to particle track candidates has already been 
solved [48] [49][81 H96I. This is the main task of pattern recognition in high-
energy physics experiments and uill be reviewed in a future report. 

This report describes hou to obtain the ultimate geometrical resolution using 
the smallest and fastest possible program, and hou to put the hypothesis that 
the measurements grouped together represent a particle's track up to its final 
confidence test. A possible feedback of the geometrical fit to the track-finding 
might be necessary in some cases but it uill not be discussed here, and the 
problem of outliers uill only be mentioned briefly. Me uill not here describe 
methods uhich treat several track candidates at the same time, except for a 
short section on vertex fitting uhere the procedure for finding the momenta of 
tracks at a common vertex uill only be touched upon and ue refer to the 
literature for the rest. However, the methods applied for the track fit will be 
quite different, depending on the precision that is required for the results and 
on the input needed for a subsequent vertex or kinematical fit. The latter 
requires a well-elaborated track-fitting program if one is to be able to decide 
betueen similar kinematical hypothesis uith little risk of making a urong 
decision. 

This report should also guide a programmer, uriting a geometry program, uhen he 
uants either to adopt one of the described methods for his specific problem, or 
to elaborate his oun neu, elegant, reliable, fast, and precise method himself; 
ue shall mention that the manpower and computer load needed for program 
development and tuning is usually underestimated, and the computer time needed 
during "data production". Of course, uhen judging the speed of the method to be 
used for the geometrical reconstruction, one has also to estimate the data 
reduction that might be obtained through on-line and off-line filtering and by 
the track-finding procedures. Also, in a collaboration uhere several programmers 
are involved, the lucidity of an algorithm and its modularity are aspects to be 
kept in mind. 

Last but not least ue hope to contribute to a better understanding betueen 
mathematicians and experimentalists uhen speaking about track fitting as this 
report should clarify the someuhat sloppy vocabulary of physicists. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
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Ue uill proceed in the following way: 

First we uill define the task of track-fitting in more detail. 

In Chapter 2 we will discuss some aspects of estimation theory and explain why 
we choose the least squares estimation method. 

How much feature selection techniques can contribute to the solution of our 
problem will then be studied in Chapter 3 (on a first reading this Chapter may 
be left out). 

In Chapter 4 we will turn to parameter fitting as the appropriate way of 
extracting the maximum amount of information from the measurements. Ue will 
study different algorithms that are needed to obtain the desired results in an 
efficient way. 

In Section 4.1 we will try to clarify the physical environment of experiments 
and define the related problem of geometrical reconstruction under the special 
circumstances. In Section 4.2 we will describe some track following methods. 
How to weight the measured information will be treated in Section 4.3, and in 
Section 4.4 we will describe the minimization method. The problem of background 
contamination will be treated in Section 4.5. Ue will then briefly describe how 
to add additional non-geometric information to the track fit (Section 4.6) and 
how to calculate the vertex of a track (Section 4.7). 

Ue will in some instances try to give a prudent judgement as to whether an 
algorithm is suitable for a special experimental purpose, and in certain cases 
this might help in the designing of an experiment. As this report is not written 
for mathematicians, ue do not care too much that some methods may lack a 
rigorous mathematical proof of consistency - as long as they work with the 
desired precision and have been applied successfully in the analysis of a 
perhaps quite peculiar experiment. The experiments quoted should serve as 
examples to illustrate the different track-fitting methods and should allow us 
to compare them. 

Finally, in Chapter 5, we will present some conclusions and some ideas on what 
should be taken into account when writing a new geometry fit program or 
designing a future experiment. 

1.1 The task of track fitting 

Before describing the methods used to obtain the characteristics of a particle's 
track, ue should specify what we are looking for. 

The general solution of the equations of motion in space of a particle in a 
magnetic field contains five integration constants, so that at least five 
parameters are needed to describe its trajectory completely (in the case of the 
absence of a magnetic field, one parameter - the curvature of the trajectory -
is fixed to zero). Thus the coordinates measured by any detector on the 
particle's path are functions of these five parameters and, conversely, a 
minimum of five coordinates define a trajectory provided that they are 
independent. 

1.1 The task of track fitting 
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When the detector measures N coordinates along each track, then all tracks have 
to lie in a subspace of the N-dimensional coordinate space; this subspace is 
defined by N-5 constraint equations - when neglecting experimental errors -
which must hold between the N coordinates of each track. 

Now we have to consider uhat different physics interests ue might have: 

- Ue want just to test how confident ue can be that the track candidate is a 
real trajectory of a particle; by checking whether a set of measurements 
building up a track candidate lies on the constraint surface, ue can verify 
the track hypothesis uithout parameter fitting. 

- Or, ue want to evaluate the values of the five parameters defining the 
trajectory; of physics interest is the kinematical momentum of the particle at 
the vertex from where it originates. Houever, as the exact vertex position is 
in general not yet known, and as a global geometrical fit is usually neither 
efficient nor transparent, ue are interested in knouing first the momentum and 
the impact point on a reference plane near the vertex. A track can then be 
defined by a point on the reference plane, tuo direction cosines, and its 
(signed) momentum value at this point. These five parameters can be 
considered as virtual measurements in the subsequent vertex fit. 

If the constraint surface in the coordinate space is not knoun a priori, one can 
use feature extraction techniques to derive some knowledge about this surface 
from the interdependence of the coordinates. Such techniques can be used to 
test that the N measurements grouped together form a track - and they usually 
also allow quite simple formulas to be built up for rough estimates 
(guestimates) of the track parameters. 

In order to determine the track parameters more precisely, and if ue also uant 
to knou hou confident ue can be that the values obtained for the track 
parameters are those of the true track, ue can then proceed as follows. Having 
roughly estimated the parameters needed to integrate the equations of motion, ue 
follow the track through the detector by integrating these equations, thus 
predicting virtual track impacts. Ue then try to minimize the differences 
betueen actual and predicted measurements, taking into account the necessary 
weighting of the single measurements: thus ue readjust the initial track 
parameters and go on uith this iterative procedure until some convergence 
criteria are fulfilled - if they are not, ue reject the track candidate. 

Finally, ue have to remark that our task is not a pure geometrical one, as 
trajectories cannot always be described by five geometrical parameters only. Ue 
have to knou a priori uhat kind of particle has folloued the trajectory in 
question. For a lou-energy particle the knouledge of its mass is needed uhen 
energy loss and multiple scattering have to be treated rigorously [8). For 
coordinates measured by drift chambers, the knouledge of the time-of-f1ight of 
the particle yields a correction that might be necessarily applied to them. In 
some cases, also measurements allowing particle identification have to be fitted 
together uith coordinate measurements, e.g. time-of-flight measurements. 

1.1 The task of track fitting 
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1.2 Notation 

The symbols that uill be used throughout this report are summarized as follous: 

Variables and realizations of random variables are denoted by small roman 
letters, e.g. the measured coordinates c\ are a realization of the random 
variable ci p. 

Random variables are denoted by the same letters as variables but are marked 
with the superscript r whenever we consider it to be useful to make this 
distinction; a random variable x r is usually characterized by its 
probability density function p(x r); in the language of physicists this is 
called distribution of x. Some examples of random variables are given belou: 

ci1* denotes the i-th random coordinate of a track, and the following relation 
holds: 

c 5
p = f i ( E * ) + € * p , 

€; r denotes the random deviation from the deterministically defined impact 
point fi(p_*) of the undisturbed track given by the track parameters p.*. €i r 

can be thought of as the sum of tuo uncorrelated effects: 

«i r = «ir(ch) + €ip(m.s.) ; 

€ir(ch) denotes a deviation induced by characteristics of the wire chamber 
measuring the i-th coordinate; 

e;p(m.s.) denotes a deviation due to multiple scattering up to the i-th 
coordinate, i.e. it describes the deviation of the physical (true) track from 
the undisturbed one. 

In case the measurement errors are not centred at zero, i.e. if <c;r> f 0, 
one takes account of the bias by adding it to the impact point £ of the 
undisturbed track and subtracting it from the errors e.r, see Eq. (2.3). In 
this report, £ and ±r uill always be understood in this way.] 

If g(x r) is some function of the random variable x p with the density p(x), 
the expectation of g(x p) is then the number <g(xp)> given by 

<g(xp)> = Jg(x) • p(x) • dx , 
n 

where ft means that the integral is over the entire space of x r. 

The expectation of a random variable itself <xp> is called the mean or the 
expectation value of x r. 

The variance of a random variable x p is denoted by v(x p) := erx
2 and is given 

by the expectation of the function (x p-<x p>) 2: 

1.2 Notation 
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ffx2 = /(x-<x r>) 2 • p(x) • dx . 

The quantity a x is called standard deviation. 

Covariances and correlations: The symbol < > denotes also the expectation of 
any function g(xi,xz,...) of several random variables characterized by their 
joint distribution pCxi,X2,—): 

<g<Xir,X2r,...)> = //gCxi,X2,...) • p(xi,xz,...) * dx1 • dx2... 

Important numerical characteristics of the joint density - apart from the 
means <xi> and the variances a\z - are the covariances a\j : = cov(xt,xj) 
defined by 

COV(X?r,Xjr) = <(Xïr-<Xir>) • (Xjr-<Xjr>)> 

(note: ffi i = < H 2 ) . 

The correlation coefficient is defined by 

corr(xir,Xjr) = covCx? r,xj r)/'(ff \ • ffj) . 

The physically true values of a variable are denoted by the superscript t; 
for example: 

Pj* is the true value of the j-th parameter describing a trajectory. Of 
course, the true parameters are characterized by the plane space distribution 
of physics and are thus also random variables, but for this report ue omit 
the superscript r and consider p.* as an individual realization. 

During the fit ue distinguish between the following : 

To initialize the fit ue need initial values for the track parameters Pj°, 
and pj l denotes the value of the j-th parameter after the 1-th iteration. 

Fitted quantities are denoted by the superscript f ; for example, 

Pj f is the value of the j-th parameter as obtained by the fit. 
[Although the track parameters obtained by the fit are in principle random 
variables, ue uill aluays omit the superscript r for them as they are clearly 
identified by the superscript f. 1 

Vectors are small letters underlined; elements are the same letter not 
underlined but simply indexed. Vectors are assumed to be column vectors; for 
example, 

£ denotes the vector of the five parameters of a track - one possible choice 
is that 
Pi>P2 a r e the tuo coordinates at a reference plane 
P3,Pu are tuo direction cosines 
p5=q/p uith q being the charge of the particle in units of the electron 
charge (+1 or -1) and p its momentum; 

£tk) denotes the vector of coordinates for the k-th track given by the track 
parameters Et k)• 

1.2 Notation 
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Matrices are denoted by capital letters; their elements are the same letter 
doubly indexed. 

V denotes the NxN matrix of covariances of a set of N coordinates (ue usually 
drop the argument): 

V := V(çr-f(fi*)) = V(€r(ch)+£r(m.s.)) 

ui th 

V;j = cov(c 5

r,Cj p) = <(Cir-fi(£*)) • (Cjr-fj(fi*))>. 

If the covariances of c. are not uith respect to f,(E*), or if only a part of 
the contribution to the experimental error has been considered, this uill be 
indicated by the argument, for example: 

V(c.r-±(P_*)) or V(£p(ch)+£p(m.s.)) = V(£r(ch))+V(«r(m.s. )). 

Furthermore, V(p.-£*) denotes the (usually 5x5) covariance matrix of the 
parameters £. The superscript "' denotes the inverse of a matrix ; the 
inverse of the covariance matrix V is called the Height matrix W: M = V" 1. 

The superscript * means that the transpose of a matrix or the transpose 
of the column vector (i.e. the row vector) has to be taken. 

1.2 Notation 
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2. ON PARAMETER FITTING 

In estimation theory ue distinguish between point estimation and interval 
estimation. The former consists of estimating the unknown values of parameters, 
whereas the latter is used to find a range which contains the true value p* with 
a certain probability. An example of such a confidence interval is given by an 
interval centred at the estimated parameter value p* and two standard deviations 
wide, i.e. Ip*-<?, pf+ffl; in the case that the parameter p is normally 
distributed, this interval contains p* with the probability of 68.3 V.. Such a 
confidence interval for p corresponds, in the language of physicists, to the 
error on the parameter p f. 

The evaluation of these errors and even of the uhole covariance matrix of the 
parameters £ is of crucial importance if, for instance, in a subsequent vertex 
or kinematical fit ue have to be able to decide between similar kinematical 
hypotheses with low risk and no bias. 

However, for reasons of simplicity and in order to save computer time, we 
usually look for an estimation method that allows us to perform both point and 
interval estimation in good approximation by the same formalism. 

To estimate a parameter, we now have to choose an estimator - a function of the 
observations; the numerical value yielded by the estimator for a particular set 
of observations is the estimate. The desirable properties of this method for 
proceeding from the observations to the estimate will be discussed in Section 
2.1. In Section 2.2 we will then choose the least squares estimation method and 
justify this choice. 

2.1 Basic concepts in estimation theory 

Let us discuss some of the properties that a good estimator should have; there 
are properties which are relevant to the basic theory of estimation, and there 
are those which may be of considerable importance in practical cases [271: 

- Consistency. The primary requirement on any estimator is that the estimate 
should converge in probability [42] to the true value of the parameter, as the 
number N of observations increases. 

An estimator of a track parameter p, being a function of random variables (the 
coordinate measurements), is a random variable itself and it therefore has a 
probability distribution. Of particular interest are the first two central 
moments of an estimator, i.e. the bias and the variance of the parameter. 

- Unbiasedness. Let p f be an estimator of parameter p, based on N observations. 
The bias of the estimator is then defined as the deviation of the expectation 
of p f from the true value p*: 

b = <pf> - p* (2.1) 

2.1 Basic concepts in estimation theory 
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Thus an estimator is unbiased if, for all N and p*, b = 0. 

Unbiasedness and consistency are related, but neither one implies the other 
[271. Asymptotically however, i.e. for an infinite number N of observations, a 
consistent estimator is also unbiased (except for some pathological cases). 

- Efficiency. The smaller the variance of an unbiased and consistent estimator, 
the more certain one can be that the estimate is near the true value of the 
parameter. The Rao-Cramer inequality [471 determines the possible minimum 
value of the variance of an estimator; this louer bound is the inverse of the 
information integral [47]; an unbiased estimator which attains this lower 
bound is called an efficient estimator and contains the maximum amount of 
information. In many cases an efficient estimator does not exist, but there 
may exist - at least within a class of estimators - an estimator with minimum 
variance. 

The precision of an estimator can be described by the inverse of the variance 
of the estimator. A precise estimator also provides a good basis for 
decisions such as 'background discrimination' (Section 4.5). 

Me distinguish between explicitly and implicitly defined estimators. The most 
usual estimators are implicitly defined: the maximum likelihood estimator [471 
and the least squares estimator. In the method of least squares the estimates of 
Ë. for a set of H observations are those values £ which minimize the covariance 
form 

N N 
Q 2 = Z Z [c?-fi(fi)l • (V-')ÏJ • [cj-fj(fi)] . (2.2) 

i=1 j=1 

It should be remembered that the following notation has been chosen. In the 
case that the measurement errors are not centred at zero, i.e.: if <£ r> f 0, 
one takes account of this bias by adding it to the impact point of the 
undisturbed track £ and subtracting it from the errors £ r : 

±(fi) «- £(fi) + <£ r> 
(2.3) 

£ r «- S.r - <£ r> • 

Then for Gaussian measurement errors, the least squares estimator is equivalent 
to the maximum likelihood estimator. Both the maximum likelihood and the least 
squares estimator are consistent; they are asymptotically efficient and 
unbiased. 

A special case is given when the covariance matrix V is independent of the u 
parameters fi and if the £(fi) are linear functions of p.: 

1( E) = A • B. * h , (2.4) 

where A is an Nxu, matrix of constants. Minimizing Q 2 of form (2.2) corresponds 
to the equation 

dQVafi = -2 • A* • V _ I • (£ - A • £ - fi) = 0 , (2.5) 

2.1 Basic concepts in estimation theory 



and the solution of (2.5) is the estimator 

£ f = (A* • V-' • A)"' • A* • V"1 • (£-b_) . (2.6) 

Ue have thus obtained an explicit estimator, which is a linear function of the 
observations. To evaluate the £ f by computer, one can either code formula (2.6) 
explicitly, or use a standard routine for solving the system of linear equations 
(2.5) - depending on whether the expression (A* • V'1 • A ) - 1 is needed. 
The Gauss-Markov theorem states 1471 that for linear functions i(£) and for 
constant V the (then linear) least squares method leads to an explicit estimator 
which has minimum variance among the class of linear and unbiased estimators. 
Using error propagation and formula (2.6), the variances and covariances of the 
parameters estimated by the linear least squares estimator are given by the 
covariance matrix: 

V(p_f-p.*)ij = <(£*-£*) • (£*-£*)*> ii 

fcpfi fcPfj 
= Ï • • Via 

k,l ac k dci 
(2.7) 

= [(A*«V-'«A)-'»A*«V-1]ik*V|ti«[(A*«V-
,*A)-'»A*«V-,]*Ij 

= l(A» • V"1 • A)-'lij . 

If additionally the errors on the N measurements are Gaussian, the minimum value 
of Q 2 is distributed according to a x 2 distribution of degree M-u: 

X2(N-n) = MIN IQ2(£,N)1 
(2.8) 

= d 2(£ f,N) 

2.2 The choice of the estimation method 

Besides the requirements discussed in the previous section, a good estimator 
should also meet the following practical requirements: 

- Robustness. The estimate should be, for example, insensitive to the deviation 
of the distribution of the measurements from the usually assumed Gaussian 
distribution; even if the coordinates grouped together to track candidates 
included 'outlying' observations, the estimate should still be reliable, thus 
enabling correct decisions on the track hypothesis. 

- Speed. Nowadays the main constraint in the data analysis for high-energy 
physics experiments is, in general, the limited amount of computer time 
available. In the analysis of the ISR experiment R401 at the Split-Field 
Magnet (SFM) t11(58], about two thirds of the analysis time for the 
reconstruction of events had to be spent for the track and vertex fitting, 
which corresponded to about 90 hours of CPU time on the CERN CDC-7600 [581. 

2.2 The choice of the estimation method 
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As for the experiment WA6 til, the procedure of track-fitting [31 J, based on 
the safe least squares estimation method, can be speeded up by introducing 
different mathematical filters (some of uhich are based on the feature 
extraction techniques described in Chapter 3). However, when speeding up a 
program great care has to be taken in order to maintain the performance of a 
standard fit method. 

NOM, remembering the requirements that are necessary for a good estimation 
method, i.e. one that should provide us with the estimates of the track 
parameters j» and their covariance matrix (if desired) out of a set of 
observations with usually almost Gaussian errors (e.g. with small kurtosis), ue 
conclude that it is the least squares estimation method that meets these 
requirements best. It is a consistent, asymptotically unbiased, and relatively 
efficient estimator, and experience has shown that it is robust enough to fulfil 
the task of track-fitting in such a way that even the distributions of the 
observations need not follow rigorously an assumed Gaussian distribution. It is 
fast, especially as in the neighbourhood of the true track the track model can 
be approximated by an almost linear model (see Section 4.4). Thus, once an 
appropriate track model and a set of parameters are chosen (e.g. the inverse of 
the momentum instead of the momentum itself), and if the covariance matrix of 
the observations can be considered as being independent of, or varying only very 
little with, the parameters, our method almost degenerates to the linear least 
squares method, which has optimal properties. Then the errors of the parameters 
are easy to evaluate by formula (2.7). 

Furthermore, the average of the MINCQ2) distribution is known to be the 
difference between the number of observations N and the number of parameters |i: 

<MIN(Q.*)> = N - |i . (2.9) 

For only approximate Gaussian errors and a roughly linear track model, the 
minimum of the sum of squares is still an almost x 2 distribution if the number 
of measured coordinates is sufficiently high; this allows the background to be 
cut away and the corresponding loss of good data to be evaluated (see Section 
4.5). 

Finally, we want tc remark that the popularity of estimators minimizing the 
squares of deviationr between measured and predicted observations compared to 
the little use that is made of least absolute values estimators, etc., is not 
based on arbitrary preference. It is due to the importance of the Gaussian 
distribution, which in general gives at least a good approximation of the 
measurement errors. Furthermore the solution is obtained by simple matrix 
inversion, whilst minimizing absolute deviations is mathematically very 
complicated. 

Knowing now the properties of our estimation method, a Monte Carlo simulation of 
the experiment primarily serves not only to check the coding of the algorithm 
but also to test whether some approximations and filters can be incorporated to 
speed up the reconstruction program [20]. If the distributions of the 
observations are no longer Gaussian but have become distorted, e.g. if a 
particle traverses a proportional wire chamber with a quite small incidence 
angle with respect to the wire plane so that the cluster of wire signals may 
have a hole (cluster decay), then the Monte Carlo simulation can also be used to 
verify the robustness of the estimation method for a particular case. 

2.2 The choice of the estimation method 
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3. ROUGH ESTIMATES BY FEATURE ANALYSIS 

There is not always an obvious separation between track-finding (pattern 
recognition) and track-fitting. If the pattern recognition program is selective 
enough and provides also reasonable starting values for the fit procedure, this 
Chapter can be skipped. 

However, if it turns out that the rejection rate of the geometry fit program is 
high, one might question whether the data analysis proceeded in an efficient 
way. In this case an interface between track-finding and track-fitting should be 
considered which would provide not only better guestimates but also more 
reliable tests on the track hypothesis. 

The information on track candidates normally consists of position measurements 
made at intervals along the particle track. Considering each of the N 
measurements as being a coordinate in an N-dimensional space, a track will be 
represented by a point in this space, and a particular sample of M tracks will 
occupy some region in this space. As the general solution of the ordinary 
equations of motion of a charged particle contains five integration constants, 
the coordinates at any detector plane in the particle's path are functions of 
five parameters (when neglecting the experimental errors!), and usually five 
coordinates define a trajectory. With detectors measuring N (N > 5) coordinates 
ç per track, ue dispose of N-5 constraint equations which must hold between the 
N variables ç. of each track, thus defining a five-dimensional subspace in which 
all ideal tracks have to lie [Fig. 3.11. Of course, if the detector covers only 
a limited phase space region, or if the vertex region is quite restricted (e.g. 
because of the smallness of a target), the population of this subspace around 
the constraint surface is even more restricted. 

Programs for track-finding make ample use of the fact that a set of measurements 
can be identified as a track if it gives rise to a point within or near to such 
a subspace populated by a specific track sample and specified by some 
significant features. This is the basic fact used in the so-called filter 
techniques in pattern recognition [84]. For instance, a filter is a box drawn 
around the populated region of the constraint surface such that one can decide 
that points outside do not constitute good track candidates. 

As the quantities £ most conveniently measured are not necessarily the most 
significant ones for this classification [63], ue need a way of defining an 
optimal set of transformed coordinates ("features") i for the recognition 
process. 

In so far as the most significant features can be used to represent the 
constraint surface, we can also use them to evaluate the distance of a track 
point candidate ç to the surface, according to the metric defined by the weight 
matrix V - 1 of the experimental errors on the coordinates. This distance allows 
us to perform a preliminary xz check of the track hypothesis, and at the same 
time ue will obtain a first estimate of the corresponding impact point of the 
undisturbed track £ f := J.(p_f) without having estimated the track parameters 
themselves (see Section 3.1). Then in Section 3.2 we uant to investigate up to 
which precision ue can obtain the physically interesting quantities, i.e. the 

3. ROUGH ESTIMATES BY FEATURE ANALYSIS 
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N 

Measured track 
f (p f) + * r 

5-dimension a I 
constraint surface f ( p ) 

Foot point = 
reconstructed track c f = f ( p f ) 

fdeal track f (p* ) 

Figure 3. 1 •- Estimation of c. f •: i(£f) 

momentum and direction parameters of a track, from the position of points within 
or near to the constraint surface. 

3.1 Constraint surface 

For a detector without electromagnetic fields and with parallel wire planes, the 
constraint surface is trivial: the coordinates of all undisturbed tracks lie on 
a four-dimensional hyperplane. 

In general, however, the interdependence between the coordinates is not linear -
the five-dimensional constraint surface may be quite curved. But if only a small 
phase-space region is populated or if we subdivide the constraint surface into 
several regions, we may approximate each region by a hyperplane, allowing us to 
use a linear feature selection technique. 

Me might also use some a priori knowledge of the functional relation between 
different coordinates and then display each track as a point in the N-
dimensional space by the transformed coordinates c/ = c_-g.(ci, ... ,05), such that 
the new constraint surface becomes quite linear; ci,...,c$ are a choice of the 
five most suitable coordinates for this purpose. 

The most common linear feature selection technique used in programs for high-
energy physics experiments is based on the method of principal component 
analysis (Karhunen-Loeve transformation) [64]; the idea is to look for linear 
interdependence between the N measurements along each track 
£05; i = 1,...,N}|kt, and to fit the best hyperplane to a "training sample" 
containing the information of M "ideal" tracks. After a suitable 
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transformation, any tendency of tracks to cluster on a hyperplane of dimensions 
1 < N uill be seen by examining the transformed coordinates ("features") 
f£jS i = 1*1,...,N} , since they should be small compared to the detector 
resolution. 
To obtain the appropriate linear transformation uhich rotates the pattern space 
of the ci Ci = 1,...,N) into the "feature space" of the fj (i = 1,...,N), ue 
first generate the N coordinates for each of a certain number M of tracks 
constituting the training sample: 

- For our aim of representing the constraint surface in order to use it for fit 
purposes, the generated coordinates of the M tracks should not contain 
measurement errors. However, if there are measurement errors and if the mean 
values are not zero, ue should take account cf them, for instance in the uay 
that has been indicated earlier by formula (2.3). 
The training sample is thus constituted by the deterministically defined 
coordinates tiikj == ilficiol, k = 1,...,M1. 

- For the purpose of track-finding and in order to set up limits for a filter 
box, ue have to add the random errors {<Lr(io, k = 1,...,f1> to the 
deterministic coordinates; and in order to find statistically well established 
limits, the number of generated track points in the coordinate space usually 
must be much higher than what is needed for establishing the constraint 
surface. [Whether it is uorth uhile setting up a separate sample of 
coordinates uhich might lead to a different transformation, uill not be 
discussed in this report.] 

The uay in uhich checks based on such transformations can be performed by a 
harduare processor, in an even faster uay than by a FORTRAN program uith the 
CDC-7600 at CERN, has been demonstrated elseuhere [831140]. 

Having generated the training sample, the next step touards finding the 
transformation is to centre this sample by performing the translation 

fshick> = f?<k> - shi , (3.1) 

uith shj being simply the mean value of the fi uith respect to the M tracks of 
the training sample, 

M 
shi = 1/(1 • Z fiiM - (3.2) 

k = 1 

Ue then compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix F defined by 

H 
Fij = 1/M • I f s hi(k) • f s hjtki • (3.3) 

k=1 

The matrix F being positive definite, it is convenient to order the non-negative 
eigenvalues by decreasing magnitude and to define a neu orthogonal basis of the 
original N-dimensional space uith the set of eigenvectors i;, thus setting up a 
transformation matrix T uith the property T* = T" 1. The neu coordinate H\ along 
the feature axis ii is obtained for each track uith coordinates c_ by 
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N 

j = 1 
Ccj-shj) (3.4) 

This transformation is then just a rotation which has the property of minimizing 
the mean square sum of residuals introduced when the surface populated by the 
training sample is approximated by the space spanned by the eigenvectors of the 
1 largest eigenvalues (1 < N); in other words, this transformation has the 
property of minimizing the mean square 

M 
2 d(i)2,k, 
k = 1 

Minimum (3.5) 

of the Euclidean distance d ( l ) , 

N 
d ( l ) 2

l k , = Z t i t l e ) 2 , ( 3 . 6 ) 

to the 1-dimensional hyperplane defined by the eigenvectors corresponding to the 
1 largest eigenvalues. The sum in (3.5) then equals the sum of eigenvalues of 
the N-l unused eigenvectors. Thus the sum of the N-l smallest eigenvalues is a 
measure of the quality of the approximation of the constraint surface by an 1-
dimensional hyperplane. 

On the computer one may use, for instance, the program LINTRA [18] in order to 
obtain the above described linear transformation. 

What should now be the dimensionality 1 of the hyperplane? 

In general, the track points cluster around a five-dimensional surface defined 
by the N-5 constraints. Let us first assume that the square root of 1/M times 
the sum of the N-5 smallest eigenvalues is small compared to the experimental 
errors. Then a five-dimensional hyperplane will be a good approximation of the 
constraint surface. 
Now, given a combination of realistically simulated coordinates c, for a track 
out of a test sample (or actually measured coordinates), and assuming that the 
errors are knoun to be uncorrelated, constant, and equal for all coordinates, 
i.e. M := W(io for all k, and H;J = $ij/o2, then the new coordinates are 
obtained by 

I e = T • (ç-sh) (3.7) 

and the fitted coordinates e.f = ±(£ f) are given by the foot point of ç onto the 
five-dimensional hyperplane: 

and 

f = 

*i f = 0 

for i = 1,...,5 

for i = 6,...,N 
(3.8) 

Ci f = Z (T-')i5 • Jfjf • shi 
3 = 1 
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5 N 
= I (T-')ÏJ • I Tji • (ci-shi) • shj , (3.9) 

3=1 1=1 

and defining the matrix T*, 

5 
T f u '= Z (T-')?j • Tji , (3.10) 

j = 1 

the c* are given by 

£ f = T f • (£-sb) • sh • (3.11) 

The distance squared d(5) z can then serve as a first measure of confidence to 
check whether the set of coordinates ç form a track. In case of Gaussian 
measurement errors on the s., d(5)2/er2 follows a xz distribution: 

X2(N-5) = 1/w2 • d(5) 2 . (3.12) 

If the errors of uncorrelated coordinates are different from one to another but 
still constant (i.e. they do not depend on the different track parameters), ue 
should first (i.e. before performing the principal component analysis) scale the 
original coordinates f\ by their own error fj +• fi/oj, so that when testing the 
set of coordinates c; +• Ci/ff; ue have to deal with a set of comparable 
quantities - a fundamental requirement for any kind of cluster analysis. 

In the case of a non-diagonal but still constant error matrix V of the 
coordinate measurements, the procedure would be as follows. First diagonalize 
the weight matrix U «- U • W • U~', and then scale the new coordinates as 
described above. The principal component analysis has then to be based on the 
transformed coordinates (f ; *• f i/o?) «-(£«- U • £). The set of coordinates to 
be tested has also to be transformed (CJ +• c?/Of) +• (c. *• U • c.). 

However, if the confidence test is based on the covariant distance squared x* 
(evaluated with a metric given by the not necessarily constant but still, for 
each track a priori known weight matrix 14), and in the case that the constraint 
surface is well approximated by the five-dimensional hyperplane, neither scaling 
nor diagonalization of the weight matrix are needed, if the confidence test is 
based on the 

N T r H H N r 

i=1 j = 1 L 

i r 
shj-Z T*u • ci • Wij • cj-shj-Z T f j i 

1=1 J L 1=1 

«I 

N N 
= Z Z (<?iWi f) * (T • M • T~')ij • (fjc-fjf> , (3.13) 

i=1 3=1 

with (if = 0 for i = 6,...,N. 
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Up to now we have discussed the case where the interdependence between the 
coordinates is sufficiently linear so that the populated region of the 
constraint surface can be approximated by a five-dimensional hyperplane. Me want 
to emphasize that the fact that such an approximation is possible does not mean 
or imply that the coordinates depend in a linear way on the parameters £ 
defining a track. 

The more frequent case, however, is where the interdependence of the coordinates 
is not linear. There may be several reasons for this: 

- the detector devices are inclined with respect to one another, or they have 
complicated shapes; 

- the tracks cover a large phase-space region, thus a large part of the 
constraint surface is populated which perhaps can no longer be approximated by 
a five-dimensional hyperplane; 

- the presence of a magnetic field; for a reasonably homogeneous magnetic field 
(as in the OMEGA [39]), only some constraints are weakened; for the SFM, 
however, the constraints are too seriously affected so that approximate linear 
relations between "principal" measurements could be used only locally after 
having split up the detector into several regions [601. 

This non-linearity has the consequence that, after correct weighting, at least 
the first "insignificant" coordinates £«,•..,$! cannot really be neglected, and 
only {{[J; j = 1+1, ...,N with 1 > 51 can be used as constraints to define a 
filter box. 

But sometimes the (6,...,ti can be approximated by simple analytical functions 
of the fi,.-.,fs, using for instance the program MUD1FI [19]; we remark that 
polynomials had to be at least quadratic in £i,...,{s< Nevertheless, this 
dependence has normally a simpler form than the dependence of the coordinates on 
the track parameters. The N-5 approximate constraints are now 

(j = bjC*,..*!) for j = 6,...,1 
(3.14) 

«j = 0 for j = 1+1,....H 

and the expression 

N N r 1 -I 
Q* = Z Z Ci-Z (T-')ik • «k - shd • Mij 

i=1 j=iL k=1 J 

• |cj-I (T-Mjk • <Jk " shj 
L k = 1 J 

(3.15) 

which is now no longer only quadratic in <?i,...,fs, has then to be minimized 
with respect to the fi,...,fsî having thus obtained the values of fi,...,£s a* 
the minimum of Q 2 (i.e. (1f,...,fsf> we can then evaluate the f« f,...,(i*, the 
fitted coordinates £*, and the covariant distance x z. 

However, in the case of only approximate linear interdependence of the 
coordinates and non-constant weight matrix W, it has usually to be found 
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empirically whether the approximation of the populated part of the constraint 
surface is precise enough, and whether any decision can be based on the "xz" 
obtained by formula (3.13) or (3.15). 

In order to be able to carry out the method described above, ue still need the 
ansuer to the following two questions: 

- How are the training and test samples to be set-up? Me have to be auare of 
the fact that the translation sh, as well as the matrices F and therefore T, 
may depend on hou the M tracks of the training sample populate the phase-
space. 

This problem is particularly serious in the context of evaluating the track 
parameters out of a sample distribution of coordinates, as described in Section 
3.2. 

- Hou do ue take account of the fact that in an actual detector not all the 
tracks have the same number N of measurements? And even more serious is that 
not all the ND measurement devices met by a particle might give a useful 
coordinate - owing to chamber inefficiencies, dead chambers, broken wires, or 
ambiguous or wrong interpretations of wire signals. 

The most straightforward uay to solve this latter problem uould be to represent 
the training sample of tracks by as many clouds of dimensionality 5 in different 
pattern spaces of dimensionality N, uith 5 < N < ND, as there are different 
possible combinations that a track has been seen by N out of the NO wire 
chambers, and to perform a principal component analysis for each pattern space 
separately. 

In practice, houever, one can often avoid proceeding in such an inefficient uay, 
which needs a lot of space to store the transformations for all possible 
combinations. If, in a particular detector region, the curve followed by a 
track is knoun (e.g. a straight line or helix), and if there are several 
subsequent uire chamber planes close together, thus providing some redundant 
information on the path of the particle, a virtual measuring plane can be 
introduced somewhere in this detector region and interpolated from the actual 
measurements to a virtual measurement ('space point', 'master point') on this 
plane. Of course, one may have to deal uith ambiguities, parallax problems, 
etc., which in general exclude the use of this procedure for the final fit, 
though it might be a very valid method for finding track patterns. 

3.2 Guestimates of track parameters 

For many detector layouts, one knous approximate explicit expressions for the 
trajectories 

£ * ICfi) 

which might, for instance, be straight lines, parabolas or helices (see Section 
4.2.1), and explicit expressions for the inverse functions 

£ * a(c n,...,c P), r S N , (3.17) 

3.2 Guestimates of track parameters 
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where c i , — , c r is a choice of r coordinates suitable for this purpose. 

If the coordinates are linear functions of the track parameters (e.g. a 
straight trajectory in a field-free region of parallel detectors), the principal 
component analysis is sufficient for finding the track parameters, as they then 
must be linear combinations of the features l which themselves are linear 
combinations of the coordinates. 

There also exist fast procedures to get first estimates Cguestimates') of the 
parameters of parabolas, circles, or helices. 

For a general detector layout with perhaps an inhomogeneous magnetic field, the 
problem of evaluating first estimates of the track parameters is more complex. 
The most ambitious approach would be to reduce the information contained in the 
vector of measured coordinates ç. to generally five coordinates (or features) 
(cif (or Éî f), i = 1,...,5), and then to represent the track parameters as 
functions of these five quantities: 

£ f = aCct*,...,^*) . (3.18) 

But in addition to the problem of establishing explicit expressions for the 
functions g, the values of which are given at a number of reference points of a 
training sample ('training points' as described in the previous section), the 
following problems have first to be solved in addition: 

- The constraint surface in the coordinate space has to be described with 
sufficient precision by formulas such as (3.14). But, as mentioned at the end 
of the previous section, not all the tracks ç have the SMne length N of 
measurements (because of the detector geometry, chamber inefficiencies, etc.), 
so that in practice there are many possible coordinate spaces and 
corresponding constraint surfaces, or a somewhat imprecise constraint surface 
defined by master points. 

- It has to be possible to find the foot point of c. on the constraint surface 
c.f(ç_), for instance by minimization of Eq. (3.15). For this purpose the 
knowledge of the weight matrix M = V"1 is needed. If it cannot be provided in 
tabulated or simply parametrized form, then it has to be evaluated for each 
track individually; this, however, already requires some knowledge of the 
track parameters. 

- For the subsequent vertex or kinematical fit, the covariance matrix V(£f-fi't) 
is also needed. However, expression (3.18), where the dependence of ç_f on the 
ç is defined implicitly by a minimization procedure, is usually not apt for 
evaluating the covariances by error propagation. 

Because of these three additional problems, this ambitious approach of 
establishing explicit expressions (3.18) for the track parameters as functions 
of the measured coordinates (where the function values are given at a number of 
reference points of a training sample of tracks) leads to a fast and stringent 
fit procedure for simple cases only. 

For the cases of complicated constraint surfaces, a priori unknown weight 
matrices, etc., it may happen that the finally obtained algorithm for the above 
approach (in whose development great skill and a considerable amount of time has 
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been invested) uill need as much computing time as the methods of fitting tracks 
individually, as described in Chapter 4. 

Nevertheless, a method based on feature extraction and function parametrization 
using training points can be of great use if ue just uant to obtain guestimates 
of one or all the track parameters in order to allou for the evaluation of 

- correlations betueen coordinates due to multiple scattering, 
- time-of-flight and checks for particle identification, 
- corrections of time measurements in drift chambers, 

and to 

- initialize the minimization procedure of the individual track fit. 

For such purposes, simple functions g. are normally sufficient. In the case 
uhere rough approximations g/ to functions g. in Eq. (3.17) are knoun a priori, 
e.g. because of approximating a magnetic field by a homogeneous one, one would 
slightly modify the approach and evaluate rough values of a track parameter 
fi' = a'(£) immediately from the coordinates £, and then try to parametrize the 
difference p-p' or the ratio p/p'. 

To cope uith more complicated situations, a method is often used (coded, for 
instance, in the program MUD1FI [19]) uhich has turned out to be quite flexible. 

This method uses the principal component analysis only as a first optional step 
to reduce the dimensionality of the multivariate analysis, and after the 
transformation (3.4) 

N 
Çj = Z Tji • (ci-shi) (3.19) 

i=1 

one then looks for functions 

£ = SLCfi....,tl> . (3.20) 

This parametrization of each track parameter is then obtained by a least squares 
fit uith a Gram-Schmidt transformation based on the point sample 
tfjtk»» 3 = 1,...,1» k = 1,...,M1 presenting the training sample 1851. 

Ue uill deal uith the general problem of evaluating such expressions in another 
context in Subsection 4.2.4, when ue uant to parametrize the coordinates of a 
particle trajectory as functions of the track parameters p., i.e. to find 
explicit expressions of the functions £ uhich are given at a number of reference 
points tp.(k), k = 1,...,M>. 

Here ue uill briefly mention hou the training sample, on uhich ue have based our 
considerations in the current section and the previous one, has to be set up 
properly: 

- It is in general useful to generate tracks uith parameters £ in such a uay 
that the density of the reference points is higher near to the border of the 
intervals in uhich the coordinates or features can vary according to the 
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dimensions of the detector. On the other hand, by distributing them 
'Chebyshev'-uise, according to W t l - x 2 ) where the coordinate x can vary in 
the interval [-1,1], one chooses values which are marginal (as belonging to 
tracks touching the edges of the detector) rather than those of typical 
tracks. 

- Then, care must be taken not to 'overfit', as this might result in the sum of 
squares of the residuals for tracks out of the training sample decreasing more 
and more; but for tracks not contained in the training sample the fit becomes 
worse! 

- How many reference points are needed? Let us assume that we have determined 
an explicit expression of the track parameters £ based on a training sample of 
a few hundred tracks. Me then have to generate another sample of tracks and if 
for this test sample we find standard deviations of the distributions ûp_=p_f-e* 
significantly higher (say by a factor of 2) than the one for the training 
sample, then this is due to the original training sample being too small. 

- But we also might find that Ap_ of a new track is several standard deviations 
off. This may probably be due to the fact that this track is lying outside the 
region covered by the reference points, so that we are in fact extrapolating 
rather than interpolating. 

- And, as already mentioned for the principal component analysis in Section 3.1, 
we have to tackle the problem of the different length N of tracks and detector 
inefficiencies. 

- In Chapter 2 we have listed the properties required for a 'good' estimation 
method from the point of view of error analysis. They are unknown for the 
above method, and its 'goodness' is based entirely on the comparison with the 
simulated experiment only. How, then, can we be sure that it is able to reject 
background (e.g. wrong combinations of coordinates) that has not been 
simulated in the way it occurs? 

Me can now conclude that feature extraction techniques require great skill and 
experience when they are to be used for high-precision reconstruction of the 
track parameters. They are, however, of considerable use for evaluating 
guestimates of the track parameters and for speeding up an already working fit, 
as, with their help, acceptance ('passive') and rejection ('active') filters can 
be established. These will prevent the passing of those track candidates which 
in any case would later be rejected by the fit based on the safe least squares 
estimation method fitting each track separately, as will be described in 
Chapter 4. 

3.2 Guestimates of track parameters 
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4. FITTING OF INDIVIDUAL TRACK? 

In order to carry out the fit for each track separately by the least squares 
estimation method, i.e. to estimate the track parameters by minimizing the 
quadratic form (2.2), ue must first (in Section 4.1) have a look at the 
different environments for a track, uhich define the system of differential 
equations that has to be solved. Secondly, ue must look at the methods used to 
solve these equations (Section 4.2), allowing us to evaluate the track model 
i.(£) and the derivatives M/àfî uhen needed for the minimization. These tracking 
methods can be different if ue uant to knou not only one, or some, but all the 
track parameters and also their errors, or even the full error matrix, uhich 
uill be required as input to a subsequent vertex fit and kinematical fit. 

Once a set of guestimates of the track parameters on a reference plane is 
available, a particle could then be followed through the whole detector and 
compared it to the set of measurements [Fig. 4.1]. By minimizing the mean 
quadratic deviation from the track corresponding to the assumed values for the 
track parameters, ue would then obtain corrected values for the parameters and 
repeat the tracking with these values. 

In Section 4.3 we will discuss how to set up the covariance matrix V(e.r) of the 
measured coordinates, i.e. how to take the measurement errors of wire chambers 
into account and how the measurement uncertainties caused by multiple scattering 
can be treated with the help of a weight matrix. 

In Section 4.4 we will describe the minimization methods that will lead us to 
evaluate the estimates of the track parameters. Ue will also describe a way of 
checking whether the detectors behave as assumed when evaluating the covariance 
matrix V(£ r). 

Hou to finally test the track hypothesis and to evaluate the losses due to the 
decision taken in order to reject background, will be sketched in Section 4.5. 

In Section 4.6 ue uill mention briefly how additional, non-geometric information 
can be incorporated into the track fit. 

After the track hypothesis has been tested and the track parameters have been 
evaluated on a reference plane for each single track of an event, the next task 
would normally be to find their common vertex - if it exists and is unknown -
and to calculate the track parameters and their variances at the vertex 
position; this will be dealt with briefly in Section 4.7. 

4. FITTING OF INDIVIDUAL TRACKS 
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z r e f 
Reference plane 

Figure 4.1: The choice of a reference plane 
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Detector plane 

4.1 Environment 

As stated in the introduction, ue mainly take account of such geometrical 
information for the track reconstruction as is provided by any kind of detector 
that measures space coordinates, e.g. wire chambers. The problem of parameter 
estimation, uhen also information on the direction is available, is in principle 
treated with similar methods, but ue only refer to the literature. 

Mith respect to hou and in uhich environment the detectors have been placed, and 
uhat can influence the information obtained from them, ue classify the 
experimental environment according to 

- 4.1.1 the magnetic field, its homogeneity and bending power; 

4.1.2 the media the particles traverse, causing energy 
scattering - and sometimes also nuclear scattering; 

loss and multiple 

- 4.1.3 the types of detectors, their measuring precision, and their 
arrangement, covering usually only a special phase-space region and 
influencing the choice of the track model. 

Of course, the environment is determined by the physical goal of an experiment. 
The final set-up is usually a compromise betueen this physical goal, the 
technical feasibility, and the cost of the experiment - the computer costs and 
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data-analysis time included. Thus no universal method can be recommended that 
would solve the problem of track-fitting, as defined in Section 1.1, in an 
efficient and general uay. 

4.1.1 The magnetic field 

In this subsection ue uill discuss 

- the equations of motion of a particle in a magnetic field (when ue speak about 
the magnetic "field" ue aluays mean the magnetic induction £) 

- the interconnection between the shape of the field (e.g. its symmetry) and the 
arrangement of the detectors; 

- the various field representations (according to the different purposes) in the 
data analysis. 

Our discussion uill be based on only a feu examples and uill be far from 
complete, but it should demonstrate the different aspects to be considered. 

The magnetic fields used in high-energy physics experiments are constant in 
time. 

The magnetic field acts on particles carrying the electric charge q as a force 
changing the direction of the particle's momentum p. but leaving its value |p| 
constant. Thus, measuring the curvature of a particle's trajectory is a uay of 
measuring its original momentum. The basic formula for determining pj. - the 
momentum normal to the magnetic field £ - by measuring the curvature 1/R of the 
projected trajectory, is 

PJ. = a • |q| • B • R , (4.1) 

where a = 0.2998 if q is a dimensionless multiple of the elementary charge and 
if pj. is measured in Gev/c, B in tesla, and R in metres. The component of the 
momentum along the field direction remains unchanged. 

The differential equations describing the motion of a particle are 

dn/ds = a • (q/|p|) • (n(s) E £[x(s),y(s),z(s)]}, (4.2) 

uith n being the unit vector in the direction of motion. If a particle also 
loses energy along its path, ]p| uill also depend on the curvilinear length s. 

Describing a particle's trajectory by its parameters £ (for example the 
coordinates x0,y<> of a point at a reference plane zo , the angle *o betueen the 
tangent at this point and the x-axis in the xy-projection, the dip angle X 0 

giving the inclination of the tangent uith respect to the xy-projection, and the 
inverse of the momentum 1/p (Fig. 4.21, the equations of motion then have the 
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following solution: 

with 

and 

x = xo + J" cos* • cosX • ds 
0 

y = y<> • / sin* • cosA • ds o 
s 

z = zo • / sinX • ds, 
o 

* = * 0 + a»q • S <B*/|p|) • ds 

X = Xo + a«q • jf (BX/|p|) • ds, o 

B* = (B x * cos* + By • sin*) • tanX 

BX = By • cos* • B x • sin*. 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

- B* 
(4.5) 

The integrals (4.3) and (4.4) can be evaluated numerically if p(s) and £(x,y,z) 
are provided; this requires knowledge of the particle's path given by x(s), 
y(s), z(s). Under specific conditions these integrals can be evaluated 
analytically or at least in good approximation (see Subsection 4.2.1). For such 

Path 

Figure 4.2s A reference system 

cases the above representation of the equations of motion is quite suitable. 
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In the case of constant homogeneous magnetic fields in the z-direction, the 
particles follow helices, circles with radius R in the projection onto the xy-
plane (i.e. normal to the field), and straight lines when the z-coordinates are 
plotted against the curvilinear length s. This is the principal case where an 
explicit analytical track model can be used, and we will continue its discussion 
in Subsection 4.2.1. 

The dependence of the field components on space can, however, be quite 
complicated and a suitable choice of track parameters, coordinate system, and 
detector shape is essential. 

For example, the dipole magnet of the experiment WA6 [1] has been carefully 
shimmed in order to produce a field of axial symmetry and mirror symmetry about 
the median plane, i.e. 

B z = Bz(r,z),Br = Br(r,z),B* = 0 and Bz(r,z) = Bz(r,-z),Br(r,z) = -B P(r,-z). 

The design of the detector set-up, using cylindrical wire chambers, has been 
chosen so as to match the symmetry of the field and to allow for a solution of 
the equation of motion which can be expressed in a simple form in terms of 
azimuthal coordinates for the particle trajectories and under the condition that 
they have a small angle X with the median plane z = 0 [16]. 

A similar situation exists when large pt particles are studied in a spectrometer 
with an axial symmetric field, as indicated in Fig. 4.3e, with the components 
B z = B z(r,z), B r = BrCr,z), BÎ = 0. The opposite holds for small pt particles. 
Then the Gaussian approximation for the solution of the equations of motion is 
favoured [28]. Also, in the case of a solenoidal spectrometer the system of 
cylindrical coordinates is the most natural one, the magnetic field being 
described by the components B z

 e const., B r « 0, B* = 0. The classification 
into tracks with small or large dip angle A will then indicate which algorithm 
should be used. Toroidal magnetic fields also show an axial symmetry, only the 
azimuthal field component is now the dominant one: B# = Bl(r,z), B r - 0, B z = 0. 

Another major advantage of cylindrical symmetry is that the field model is only 
two-dimensional. Therefore its representation needs one or two orders of 
magnitude less storage space in the computer when it has to be present during 
the execution of the fit program. 

If the field does not show a pronounced axial symmetry, usually then a Cartesian 
coordinate system is adequate. In Subsection 4.1.3, we will see that, depending 
on the arrangement of the wire chambers in a detector, the presentation of the 
solutions of the equations of motion as functions of one of the Cartesian 
coordinates might be preferable. 

Specific problems occur when regions of magnetized iron and field-free regions 
alternate along a particle's track, as the magnetic induction B then jumps from 
zero to quite a high level at the iron surface, and the derivatives of the field 
there do not exist. Tracking through such a configuration requires a procedure 
with the help of which the detector surfaces can be reached exactly, and which 
does not need the derivatives of the field at the detector surfaces. 

A lot of trouble can be caused by the edges of the strong magnetized regions. 
Uhen not enough information has been measured for a trajectory for us to be 
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Figure 4.3: Some magnetic field configurations 
for the large solid-angle spectrometer 
at the CERN-ISR [1] 

The colliding beams are shown as arrows 
with the interaction region indicated by the 
the crossing point. 
The magnetic field is represented by small 
arrows, and the arrows on closed lines 
indicate the current direction in the coils: 
a: dipole (H-magnet, C-magnet) 
b: split-field magnet (SFM) 
c: solenoid 
d: axial-field magnet 
e: toroid 

certain that it has passed through the edge or not, it happens that in the 
course of the iterative fit procedure some of the interpolated points on the 
track then lie inside the magnetic field region for one iteration and outside it 
for the next iteration. This has the effect of disturbing the fit. Such 
problems can already be caused by the edges of a simple H-magnet alone. 
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Besides these technical problems of convergence, owing to the deviation of the 
reconstructed track from the true one, the lack of detectors - and thus of 
localization measurements in a strongly inhomogeneous field region - can cause a 
strong bias. We have to re-examine whether the formalism of linear error 
propagation can still be applied. 

It is not only the choice of the coordinate system describing the experiment in 
space that influences the geometry of the magnetic field; the way in uhich the 
field is represented also puts constraints on the methods that can be used to 
calculate a particle trajectory. And the computer time needed for a track fit 
may be strongly influenced by the uay in uhich the field is represented and by 
the number of times the evaluation of the field values at points along the track 
is needed. 

When speaking about field representations, a clear distinction should be made 
between the different uses of the field model: 

- either the aim is to smooth the field measurements, to eliminate wrongly 
measured values, and to replace them by calculated values in order to obtain a 
smooth, complete, and flexible field representation which allows the 
calculation of field values at any desired point 187-891; 

- or we are looking for a field model that is optimized to be used for 
simulation and reconstruction purposes. 

Sometimes the second goal is reached in an optimal way by first elaborating a 
field representation of the first kind. Thus we can either considerably reduce 
the amount of points where the field has to be measured (for example, it may be 
sufficient to measure the field values at the boundary of the source-free field 
volume only); or we can use the redundant information to obtain a more precise 
field map than is given directly by the measurements if the severe constraints 
imposed by the Maxwell equations are considered. But it is beyond the scope of 
this report to discuss where the magnetic fields should be measured and how the 
field representation needed for a track fit is derived from the measurements; 
for this we refer to the literature and quote some recent reports on magnetic 
field analysis and some program references [ 2 ][ 91M0] [ 34116511661175]. 

Here only one example should be given for demonstration. For the WA6 experiment 
[1] a compact field representation of the first kind could be obtained by 
describing the field by the superposition of 34 pairs of Helmholtz coils. When 
one of the three parameters describing a Helmholtz coil was kept constant, only 
a set of 68 parameters was needed to describe the whole field. But to use this 
representation for actual tracking is prohibitive, as it would imply repeated 
lengthy evaluations of elliptical integrals. Thus, after having obtained a good 
cylindrical symmetry by careful shimming, a dense two-dimensional grid of field 
values was set up and used for Runge-Kutta tracking [161. 

It is our opinion that basic versions of reconstruction programs, based on a 
simulated field, should already exist before the magnetic field is measured for 
a new experimental set-up; the program performance uill indicate where the field 
values have to be measured and with uhich precision, as they are usually 
measured only once, and often only shortly, before the start of the data 
acquisition. It should be mentioned that the calculated field is usually not 
good enough to replace the field measurements, but it can be used to judge uhich 
track model is suitable in a particular environment. 
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From the point of view of track-fitting, a distinction would have to be made 
between the following field representations: 

- The most straightforward uay of describing a magnetic field is to represent it 
in tabular form, with a grid of points that is dense enough to allow for 
simple interpolation so as to get the field values at any space point. This 
method is fast, but it requires a large storage capacity, even if all possible 
symmetries are exploited in order to reduce the amount of data to be stored. 
Therefore such an approach is not always possible; for the SFM it would have 
meant storing much too large a number of field values in memory, owing to the 
volume and inhomogeneity of the field. 

For fields of cylindrical symmetry it is easier to keep a dense grid in store, 
being only two-dimensional 116]. 

- Not only because of the core size needed for such a field map but also in 
order to obtain the field values and the field derivatives needed for tracking 
in a fast uay, one would wish the field components to be represented by simple 
analytical functions, e.g. by fitting low-order polynomials or Chebyshev 
polynomials to the given field values. An additional advantage of an 
analytical field representation is the availability of the field derivatives. 

- If analytical functions describing the whole magnetic field region are too 
complicated, it is more convenient - and has turned out to be best - to split 
the field region into several boxes, where the field can be expanded locally 
in an easy way, e.g. by local Chebyshev polynomials as for WA7 [1][10] or 
harmonic polynomials obeying the Maxwell equations as was done for the SFM 
(after the global field evaluation by a relaxation method [75]) and for the 
HA6 H-magnet [52], based on the idea of the program MAGFIT [86]. By a good fit 
of the representation of the field to the measured field values, one can 
obtain a reasonable smoothness between individual boxes. 

Since a rapid evaluation of these polynomials is desired, their highest order 
has to be limited to a fairly small value - to three at the most in the case 
of the SFM field. This is the result of the compromise that has to be aimed at 
between the number of boxes of eventual different sizes (and thus the total 
number of coefficients needed), the speed of the evaluations, and the 
accuracy. During an iterative track fit procedure, it may happen that the 
track to be fitted crosses different sets of field boxes for different 
iterations. However, the same set should be kept for each single track fit in 
order to avoid instabilities. 

The accuracy limit of a field representation can be defined by the requirement 
that the maximum residual obtained from the fit to the measured field values 
causes an error in the tracking of lou momentum particles that is small in 
comparison to the chamber resolution. It should also be checked whether the 
deviations of the field model from the measured field values are systematic 
along the path of a possible track or quite randomly distributed. 

Applying the above-mentioned criteria and taking account of the symmetry of the 
field configuration, about 80,000 coefficients were finally obtained for the 
representation of the SFM field; these could be kept in core on most large 
modern computers, especially as they were packed. 
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- It is also possible to avoid any field evaluation during the track fit when 
the tracking through the field has been parametrized (see Subsection 4.2.4). 
To establish this parametriration, however, uould normally require a higher 
accuracy of the field representation than in the case of actual tracking 
during the fit; this is requested so that the parametrization task does not 
become more difficult owing to systematic errors on the field values. 

Finally, ue uant to mention that for some tracking procedures and explicit 
methods of calculating of/dp, the derivatives of the field are also needed. They 
are evaluated during the fit, either by numerical differentiation or by 
differentiation of the analytic field representation. 

The availability and validity of higher-order derivatives then limits the use of 
serial expansions of the track model i(E,s) (see Subsection 4.2.1) for obtaining 
a track point fi(p_) at si. 

4.1.2 Energy loss and multiple scattering 

During its flight through the detector a particle encounters various influences 
coming from the materials of uhich the detector is built. There are effects 
uhich can be taken into account in a deterministic uay, e.g. energy loss and 
mean multiple scattering, and those uhich are random, e.g. multiple scattering 
and nuclear scattering (and sometimes the energy loss of electrons). They 
depend in general on the mass of the particle, its momentum, the thickness of 
the material traversed, and of course on the kind of material. 

Energy loss 

There exist a large variety of subroutines in uhich the different formulas and 
tables for energy loss are coded [6][77]. Most of these routines only take 
account of the dominant effect of energy loss due to collisions uith electrons, 
neglecting radiation losses and Coulomb scattering on the nuclei. So particles 
heavier than electrons lose energy on their uay through the media, uhich is 
equivalent to a momentum loss only lp(s2) < p(si) for s 2 > sil, and the 
influence on the direction of the momentum is neglected. 

When following a particle through the various media of the detector, the naive 
uay to take account of the energy loss uould then be to split its trajectory 
into a sequence of segments (e.g. of helices); along each segment the momentum p 
is kept constant, and the energy loss is applied as a non-continuous decrease of 
momentum at the end of the segment. The length of the segments uill be shorter 
the more precise the track-following has to be. 

In most cases the appropriate uay to consider energy loss is to include it in 
the equations of motion by replacing the momentum p by 

p = po - q(fio,s) . (4.6) 

This can then be looked upon as a scaling of the field by the factor Po'P ~ 
Beffectiv* = B • Po'p. Here Po is the momentum of the particle at the start of 
its trajectory, and the function q takes account of the momentum loss. For 
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example, for muons in steel with momenta of about 1 GeWc, the energy loss can 
be approximated by 

0.06544 
dE/ds = 0.01245 • p , (4.7) 

where E is measured in GeV and s in cm. 

If the momentum range is such that the slow variation due to the exponent of p 
can be ignored, as was the case for experiment R209 [1], then we obtain 

dE/ds * dp/ds = a = 0.01499 , (4.8) 

which corresponds to momenta of about 17 GevVc. 

In general, for quite highly energetic particles heavier than electrons, the 
energy loss can be considered independently of the kind of particle and as being 
proportional to the track length s; this yields 

p(s) = p 0 - a • s , (4.9) 

where a is a material constant (371. 

Multiple scattering 

Multiple Coulomb scattering acting on a particle sums up in the way of a 
relatively small but random change of the direction of flight. The resulting 
effect is a stochastic process, in particular a Markov process, and one can only 
evaluate the probable amount of influence of a scatterer on a particle 
trajectory [7J. 

Within the approximation that the multiple scattering can be described in tuo 
perpendicular planes by two random variables, the probability that a particle of 
momentum p, travelling along the 2-axis, goes out of a scatterer of length L in 
the interval of the projected angle 9 x,9x +d9 x and with a lateral displacement 
x,x+dx, can be approximately described by the distribution function {731: 

-V2 
P(x,9x;L) • dx • d9 x = (2ir • L*9,*/24) 

r 4 9 X
2 3-e„«x 3-x* -, 

• exp- • ( • ) • dx • d9 x (4.10) 
Le52 L L* L3 •» 

where 9«2/2 is the projected mean squared angle of the scattering per unit 
length given by [56] 
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8 S
2 m 2+p 2 

= V2*C0.021>* • 
2 p*«B2 

VL„ 

(4.11) 
and for p>>m 

0.021 
« V 2 • ( ) 2 • 1/L, 

p*B 

with L s being the radiation length (a characteristic constant for the medium 
traversed), p the particle momentum (in GeV/c), and B its velocity. The 
projected mean squared scattering angle for a particle's trajectory passing 
through a scatterer is then 

<e x
2> = (e B

2/2) • L , (4.12) 

with L being the length along the trajectory in the scatterer. The 
corresponding covariance matrix of the lateral displacement x and the scattering 
angle © x of the trajectory after the scatterer, in uhich the track has travelled 
a path of length L, i.e. for z = z # nd, reads 

e s
2 

V(x,©x;z=z«nd) = 
L 3/3 \*/t 

LV2 L 
(4.13a) 

and uith error propagation for z > z e nd, 

V(x,ex;z>zend> = 
e, 2 

LV3+2(z-z.„dî *L2/2 L2/2+(z-Zend> '«-
•(z-z« n d) 2*L 

L2/2*(z-Zend)*L L 
(4.13b) 

Inspecting formula (4.13b), it can be seen that it is possible to concentrate 
the scattering on a virtual plane in the middle of the scatterer (at Zvirt), 
uhere it can be described by tuo independent variables x' and 9X'; requiring 

L2/2 + (z-z.nd) • L = 0, 

it follous that zvirt = 2and~L/2, and the covariance matrix for x' = x-1/2 • 6 X, 
© x' = ©x reads 

e, 2 

V(x,8x;z=zvirt) = 
2 

LV12 

0 

0 

L 
(4.13c) 

For a particle travelling almost parallel to the direction z, the covariances 
between the tuo pairs of variables (x,8x) and (y,9 y), describing the effect of 
the scatterer in the xz and yz projection vanish, i.e.: 
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e, 2 

V(x,ex,y,ey;z>2«r,d) = 

L 3 / 3 L 2 / 2 0 0 

L 2 /2 L 0 0 

0 0 L V 3 L V 2 

0 0 L2/-2 L 

(4.14) 

To summarize: for the reconstruction of particle directions and momenta from 
measurements of coordinates c, there arise not only uncertainties from the 
limitations in the accuracy with which track coordinates can be measured £(ch) 
Csee Subsection 4.1.3), but also errors introduced by multiple scattering 
£(m.s.): 

I(fi) + £(ch) • £(m.s.) (4.15) 

The measurement errors £(ch) generally leave the coordinates along a particle's 
physically true trajectory uncorrelated, i.e. they do not change anything of 
their functional dependence given by the equations of motion; and they are 
usually taken into account for the parameter fit by a diagonal weight matrix 
V(£(ch)), with the elements V\j = a;2 • SÏJ. 

The multiple scattering, however, induces correlations between the subsequent 
coordinates CJ, i.e. <cj,cic> is in general not equal to zero 1241. 

How to take account of the multiple scattering for the estimation of the track 
parameters is quite an old problem, but it has become increasingly important in 
high-energy physics as 

- the accuracy of the detectors improves; 
- there is an increasing use of more and more massive absorbers and calorimeters 

through which muons, especially, have to be followed [33]; 
- the spectrometers are getting larger and a reduction of multiple scattering in 
air, by means of helium balloons for instance, is more and more unusual. 

Several possibilities of taking small-angle multiple scattering into account can 
be found in the literature: 

One way is to correct for multiple scattering after the track fit. For 
example, in the reconstruction program for SPEAR HARK II [46] the track fit is 
first performed with a diagonal weight matrix taking into account only c.(ch). 
The track parameters E and their error matrix are calculated for a reference 
plane inside of the cylindrical drift chambers at a point near the beam line. 
Then, according to formulas of [36] which have been derived for the case of a 
number of equally spaced points on a track, an error matrix V m s for the 
parameters £ is calculated at the innermost drift chamber; this covariance 
matrix is then shifted inwards to the reference plane and added to the already 
existing error matrix, as the small-angle multiple scattering and position 
errors can be considered to be independent. 

Me will refer to the most commonly used method as the "matrix method". The 
errors induced by the multiple scattering are taken into account by a 
covariance matrix V(«.(m.s.)) which can generally be added to the covariance 
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matrix of the measurement errors V(£(eh)) as £(ch) and £(m.s.) can be 
considered to be independent. This method uill be described in more detail in 
Section 4.3. 

The problem uith using this matrix method is that it becomes unavoidable to 
evaluate in some uay the inverse of the non-diagonal matrix V, i.e. the ueight 
matrix W = V"', uhich is needed during the procedure minimizing the quadratic 
expression (4.61) (see belou). If the dimensionality of V is high, this 
evaluation of the inverse matrix may considerably reduce the final accuracy 
that can be obtained uith the matrix method. 

One uay to overcome the problem of the inversion of a too large matrix is to 
split the track into (tuo) segments, e.g. into the lever arm in front of and 
after a spectrometer magnet. The information about the second lever arm is 
then given by intermediate fitted track parameters and added to the fit for 
the first segment [351. 

Another uay of taking account of small-angle multiple scattering ue uill 
refer to is the "parametrization method". Ue have already mentioned that ouing 
to the high frequency of small-angle scattering, the deviations of the 
physically true, scattered track from the undisturbed one can be treated as a 
realization of a stochastic process of random-ualk type. The approach then is 
to describe this realization - the true track - by a suitable model, uhich 
depends on additional so-called scattering parameters S, as distinguished from 
the standard track parameters £ [3]. The trajectory is thus cut into M 
segments, and each segment is characterized by tuo independent scattering 
angles. The dependence of the track model on these parameters is taken to be 
linear, Uhich means that only effects of first order in the scattering angle 
are considered. 

The scattering parameters can then be estimated together uith the track 
parameters in a conventional least squares fit uith diagonal ueight matrix; 
the least squares sum to be minimized is 

QZ = [c.-i(p.,§)l* • W(£(ch)) • l£-I(E,e)] • § » • « • • • S , (4.16) 

uhere H" s is a 2Mx2M diagonal matrix uith the elements given by the inverse of 
the variances of 6, i.e. 

W"*ij = 6 5j • 1/v(8i) . (4.17) 

It can be shoun [20] that to minimize Q 2 as given by (4.16) uith respect to 
the parameters £ and 9 corresponds, in linear approximation, to a least 
squares fit to the measured coordinates ç uith a modified, non-diagonal ueight 
matrix given by 

U «- [W-> • 0 • (M»*)-« • D*]-' , (4.18) 

uhere D is the matrix of derivatives of the track model uith respect to the 
scattering parameters g, i.e. 

0ij = ofj/o9j . (4.19) 

It remains to get expressions for the quantities 0jj. 

This method thus becomes complicated if no explicit track models are available 
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uhich could have been used to help in evaluating the whole derivative matrix 
D. 
In so far as the particles traverse the scatterer perpendicularly, the mean of 
the scattering is zero: 

<§> = 0 , (4.20) 

and thus the matrix D can be obtained by using this a priori information on 
multiple scattering and by help of expressions that would all be known from a 
preliminary fit that did not consider multiple scattering [41137]. This 
"parametrization method" is well able to take into account the influence of 
discrete scatterers. 

Continuous scatterers could be split into slices, where the influence of each 
slice would then be represented by two additional angles; thus a trajectory 
would get cut into segments, and the length of the segments should be short 
enough so that the error due to multiple scattering is, at most, as large as 
the errors of nearby measured coordinates. 

The matrix method is in general more effective, but an advantage of the 
parametrization method may be that by inspecting the physical path of the 
particle, i.e. by checking the fit values of the scattering parameters, one 
may detect large-angle scattering or a break in the trajectory uhich might 
indicate that nuclear scattering had occurred, that the original particle 
decayed, or that the mass assignment to the trajectory was wrong, etc. 

finally we want to mention that if a track encounters not only discrete 
multiple scattering (for instance at the detectors) but also a competitive 
amount of multiple scattering due to a continuous medium in between, then the 
method of fitting scattering angles at the discrete scatterers could be 
combined with the matrix method, taking into account the (less important) 
scattering in between. 

4.1.3 Detector arrangements and choice of parameters 

The uncertainties that the (wire) structures of the measuring devices induce on 
the coordinate measurements along a track will be described in Subsection 4.3.1, 
as they are always taken into account by a weight matrix, and they usually do 
not disturb a particle's path. 

In principle we could also use graphical techniques for attributing errors to 
reconstructed parameter values [72], but obviously only if extremely few 
trajectories have to be analysed. 

We could also use some formulas derived in [36] on uhich resolution guesses are 
often based when deciding about new experiments. For example, the uncertainty 
Sp on the momentum p for a trajectory that has been measured over a length S by 
H equally spaced detector planes, each causing an equal measurement error «, is 
given by 

6pVpz = (v'750/(N+5) • €)/(0.3 • B • S 2) . (4.21) 
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In a classical tuo lever arm spectrometer the minimum value for 6p, houever, 
uould be obtained if the measuring devices uere not equally spaced, but spaced 
such that a quarter of the independent measurements uere taken at the start and 
the end of the trajectory and the remaining coordinate measurements, i.e. half 
of them, at the middle. 

If the detector layout is to allou for a satisfactory track fit, the main 
considerations should be that the number and arrangement of data points 
represent adequately the character of the solution of the equations of motion. 
Especially in regions of strongly varying field, a trajectory should also be 
localized by at least one measuring device. Also, in regions uhere a trajectory 
might pass through the edges of absorbers or magnet pole faces, detectors can 
provide essential information. Of course, not only the optimal resolution but 
also the feasibility of track-finding has to be considered. 

The best muon identification can be obtained uhen the muon's trajectory is 
localized several times before and after the thick absorber for hadronic 
particles. Track segments uould need to be reconstructed at both sides of the 
absorber and their parameters evaluated. Only then uould an attempt be made to 
connect tuo segments to a trajectory traversing the absorber, introducing a 
considerable amount of multiple scattering. 

Ue also uant to point out that in an environment uhere the magnetic field 
exhibits a focusing effect for particles uith quite different momenta, a 
detector placed just near to the focus uould not provide any relevant 
information for the fit. Also 'S-shaped' tracks can cause large errors. 

The choice of methods used for track-fitting should be made depending on the 
amount of information available for a single track and the number of tracks to 
be fitted in an experiment: 

- There are set-ups that provide just the necessary minimum amount of 
coordinates uith almost no redundancy. The main problem here lies in track-
finding and hypothesis testing. 

- If there is a large number of detectors of high accuracy ( high redundancy ), 
it might become quite expensive to make use of an iterative fit procedure 
ouing to the repeated precise evaluation of the points along the track model. 
Moreover, if all measurements are taken into account, the covariance matrix V 
uill become high-dimensional, and the evaluation of its inverse, needed in the 
least squares estimation method, may cause problems. 

Ue then uant to study some aspects of the detector arrangement that influence 
the choice of the track parameters and the actual form of the equations of 
motion to be solved. 

- The track parameters Pi and p 2 are usually taken to be the tuo coordinates of 
a point on the track at a (planar or cylindrical) reference surface, and 

- ps is usually chosen to be q/p. 

In general the choice of the reference plane is arbitrary, but often a natural 
choice is given by the experimental set-up (e.g. at the beginning of the 
magnetic field, or at the front face of a bicone tube in intersecting storage 
rings, etc.). 

4.1.3 Detector arrangements and choice of parameters 
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Let us now discuss a few examples of appropriate choices of p 3 and p«. 

- When a trajectory traverses a spectrometer of planar detectors all normal to 
one axis (e.g. the z-axis), the direction tangents dx/dz and dy/dz are 
obviously a suitable choice. The equations of motion can then be written 
advantageously as 

P • d 2x/dz 2 = a • q • jjl 1*(dx/dz)2+(dy/dz)2 ] • 

•{Bz*dy/dz • Bx*dx/dz»dy/dz - By«l1+(dx/dz)211 

(4.22) 

P • d 2y/dz 2 = a • q • 1/U+(dx/dz)2+(dy/'dz)2 ] • 

•{-Bx-dx/^dz - By'dx/dz«dy/dz • Bx'l W d y / d z ) 2 II . 

Outside a magnetic field the impact point functions £(£> are then linear in P3 
and p*. 

- Especially when a constant magnetic field is given so that the particles 
follow helices, we may choose the angles Xo and ^o as used in Eqs.(4.1) and 
(4.4). But even in the simple case of planar detectors, the evaluation of each 
impact point requires the solution of a quadratic equation. 

- Another possibility is to take two of the direction cosines uo = dx/ds|o, 
v 0 = dy/ds|o, u 0 = dz/ds|o- This choice of parameters allows fast step-by-step 
tracking when the normalization of the direction cosines can be neglected and 
when, for only a few planar surfaces, the evaluated impact point has to lie 
precisely on the surface. 

- A special set of track parameters has been used in the analysis of experiment 
WA6 11], where in the backward arm the cylindrical detector was placed in such 
a way as to match the geometry of the magnetic field. This allowed a 
parametrization of the trajectories by functions of 1/p, d, +o, *o» Zo 116] 
(where d is the smallest distance of the trajectory to the symmetry axis in 
the xy-plane, and ^o is an azimuthal angle in the xy-plane). Me will discuss 
the corresponding track model later on in Subsection 4.2.1. 

An experimental set-up where the detectors are placed in such a way as to 
measure (two independent) projections of trajectories has certain advantages. 
But this is of importance for pattern recognition rather than for track-fitting. 

In principle we also have to distinguish between detectors giving only one 
coordinate of high precision (e.g. proportional chambers, drift chambers) or a 
space point (spark chambers, image chambers). Space points may be obtained, for 
example, from current division measurements in a proportional chamber, or may 
represent the common information of several multiwire planes (master points) 
[151. However, space points where one coordinate is only roughly determined may 
possibly be useful for pattern recognition but often do not fulfil the precision 
requirements for a rigorous fit. 

Me should not close this subsection without saying a few words about the 
positioning and alignment of detectors, at least for the simple case of planar, 
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parallel detectors normal to one main direction and with the wires parallel to 
the other axis. If the detector positions are not exactly those assumed when 
testing the fit algorithm uith help of simulated trajectories, or if they were 
slightly changed during the data-taking of a running experiment, then 

- corrections for parallel detector displacement usually do not cause any 
problem as the corrections can be simply added to the functions f.(p.) ; 

- corrections for the positioning along the main axis are trivial outside the 
magnetic field but can cause quite severe problems for some track models in a 
strong magnetic field - especially for parametrization models, i.e. when only 
the functions f.(£) are knoun (impacts), but not the points on the track 
between the assumed detectors; 

- distortions of the chamber planes can be neglected if the particles traverse 
them quite perpendicularly, but it may be almost impossible to recover from 
such distortions when particles traverse the detector at large crossing angles 
uith respect to the detector normal; 

- also, to correct for a slight rotation of a detector around the main axis can 
mean a serious additional effort; however, to position 'horizontal' uires 
horizontally and 'vertical' ones vertically should not cause any difficulty if 
suitable reference marks are foreseen uhen constructing the detectors. 

4.2 Track models 

In this section ue uant to discuss different algorithms that uill allow a 
particle to be followed through a given detector set-up. Me have to distinguish 
betueen: 

- the set of measurements ç that forms the track candidate; 

- the 'physically true track' represented by the impact points of the scattered 
trajectory on the wire planes: £t r u« = ç - £(ch) = i.(p_*) • £(m.s.), and 

- the set of values i.(p_) that represents the set of impact points of the 
undisturbed track, starting from a reference surface at s 0; facultatively ue 
shall denote the values of the track parameters at this reference surface by 
£o : = p.(so). Estimating them is the aim of the fit. 

Besides the impact points f_(p_), the derivatives dfydp. are also often needed, 
either for the evaluation of the covariance matrix V(c.-£(£)) or during the 
minimization procedure. To take account of multiple scattering, ue may also need 
the derivatives dp(s)/dp(so). 

The means by uhich ue can and have to follow a particle on its uay through the 
detector depend on the different environments it traverses on its flight. 
Inhomogeneities of the magnetic field, field symmetries (e.g. axial symmetry), 
and the shape of the detectors (e.g. planar or cylindrical) uill influence the 
performance of whatever method is adopted. 

Mhen discussing track models ue should recall the basic concept of the chosen 
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Least Squares Estimation method. An undisturbed particle's track is represented 
by a point in the coordinate space lying on the five-dimensional constraint 
surface. Because of multiple scattering, the point representing the true path 
already no longer lies necessarily on this constraint surface, and an additional 
deviation is superposed by the detector errors. The Least Squares Estimation 
method nou evaluates the nearest point to this measurement on the constraint 
surface and the parameters which correspond to this point. When judging track 
models in this context we have to check two properties: 

- Do the estimated coordinates lie on the constraint surface? That is. Are the 
estimated coordinates compatible with a solution of the equations of motion? 

- Do the estimated parameters correspond to those parameters which describe this 
point? 

Track models which do not fulfil the above-mentioned properties can still give 
quite valuable estimates of a track and good parameter estimations. But we must 
then accept that the statistical properties of such estimates are no longer 
those of the least squares estimation and thus often contain less information. 
Me observe that there is a tendency not to worry much about this loss of 
information as long as the track model is fast. But the final judgement belongs 
to the physicist, and we should also keep in mind that to study the properties 
of such track models can require extensive Monte Carlo calculations which may 
cancel out the former gain in computer time. 

Let us now enumerate the most common methods used in counter experiments. This 
list is far from being complete, first because we want to limit the size of this 
report (we know of about 10 slightly different Runge-Kutta tracking methods used 
at CERN) and secondly because we have certainly overlooked some valid methods. 
But the physicist who wants to write an efficient geometry program, and is not 
especially interested in program development, will find an indication of a 
reasonable method in this report. 

In a given detector there may exist regions in which the equations of motion can 
be integrated analytically or by serial expansions (see Subsection 4.2.1). 

A general method consists in the numerical integration of the equations of 
motion for each individual track, following literally the trajectory from one 
detector surface to the next, and so on (see Subsection 4.2.2). By decreasing 
the length of the integration steps, this method may follow the trajectory more 
and more precisely; it is then also perfectly suitable for taking account of 
energy loss and multiple scattering "in situ". 

Another way of representing a trajectory is to connect the measured coordinates 
up by a spline curve. Such splines are used in several contexts: 

- cubic splines, to approximate the true trajectory; 

- doubly integrated cubic splines (often referred to as guintic splines), to be 
used as a track model in the least squares estimation method. Problems may 
occur in the case of strongly curved trajectories, in the case of major 
multiple scattering, or when no measurements are available in regions where 
the particle traverses a strongly inhomogeneous field. Nevertheless, such 
spline representations are commonly used and have been shown to be quite 
powerful. Me will describe them in Subsection 4.2.3. 
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Even if explicit solutions cannot be obtained, it may sometimes still be 
possible to establish a functional relation between the impact points on a 
specific wire plane and the track parameters. By evaluating this function for a 
given set of presumed track parameters jo1, one would then obtain the 
corresponding impact point functions fjCp.1) of the track on the i-th wire plane. 
In Subsection 4.2.4 we will study how we can derive this functional relation 
with the help of training and test samples of simulated or already completely 
reconstructed trajectories. Establishing such a function for each wire plane 
requires some skill and considerable effort. In case of success, ue obtain an 
extremely fast algorithm of point evaluation along a trajectory. 

However, such functions often exist only if the track parameters are within a 
restricted phase-space volume. Thus a back-up routine, e.g. a general track-
following method, is needed which unfortunately again requires a resident field 
map. 

When a particle alternatively traverses regions of magnetized iron and field-
free regions, it encounters a magnetic field that jumps suddenly to quite a high 
level at the iron surface, and there the higher derivatives of the track model 
are discontinuous. In the case of such a configuration, ue have to use tracking 
procedures during the fit that reach the detector surfaces exactly and do not 
need the derivatives of the field in the transition region. Special models have 
been developed to deal with such discontinuities [94]. 

Problems can also be caused by the edges of the strong magnetized regions: 
during the iterative fit procedure, some of the interpolated points on the track 
lie inside the magnetic field region for one iteration and outside it for the 
next one. 

For the analysis of experiment MA18 [1] it had been possible to simplify the 
tracking of particles of small incidence angle with respect to the main 
spectrometer axis by 'concatenating' the spectrometer. This was done by taking 
away the field-free regions and shifting the modules so that they succeeded one 
another immediately. The trajectories in this block of magnetized modules were 
then calculated and later corrected for the shift of coordinates due to the 
straight-line trajectory segments in the field-free intervals. 

Ue should still mention that sometimes not only the impact points I(p.) have to 
be evaluated but also some knowledge of the particle's path between the 
detectors must be obtained in order to evaluate energy loss and the covariances 
due to multiple scattering. In most cases rough track models are good enough for 
such purposes, and wasting computer time having a too precise track 
interpolation between the detectors should be avoided. Such track models should, 
of course, follow the physical rather than the undisturbed track. 

Finally, an efficient dynamic tuning of the tracking algorithm according to the 
required precision should also be possible; 'dynamic' means that for instance 
the step length in Runge-Kutta tracking routines should be dynamically adapted 
to the particle's curvature and to field inhomogeneities. 

4.2 Track models 
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4.2.1 Explicit track models 

Some examples of track models will be given: 

- The trivial case, of course, is given in a detector region without magnetic 
field; there the particles follow straight lines, and the impact points ±(f>) 
on different wire planes are given by linear functions of the track parameters 
£• 

- In the case of constant homogeneous magnetic field B, in the z-direction, the 
equations of motion (4.3) and (4.4) can be integrated analytically; the 
coordinates of a point on the helicoidal trajectory characterized by the 
parameters {(xo,yo»Zo),^o,^o>(t/P) can now be described, for instance, as 
functions of the curvilinear length s as follows: 

x = xo • R • sin(»*-#o) 
y = y 0 • R • (1-cos(*-*0)) (4.23) 
z = Zo • sinX • s, 

with 

^ = ^o + s • cosX/R 
X = X 0 (4.24) 
R = p/(a * q • B) • cosX, 

where I is the azimuthal angle of the tangent to the helix at the point 
(x,y,z) in the projection plane normal to the magnetic field (here the xy-
plane), R is the radius of the circle in the xy-projection, and X is the dip 
angle = arcsin(pz/p). 

One can also use a piecewise helicoidal representation of the solution of the 
equations of motion to describe a trajectory in an inhomogeneous magnetic field. 
Over a certain segment length a track is then considered to follow a helix, and 
at the end of each segment the helix parameters are re-evaluated for the next 
segment. However we think it is unadvisable to use this method, since there 
exist faster and well-documented algorithms which can be applied in almost any 
case (see Subsection 4.2.2). 

- For a detector set-up where the wire planes have been placed, for example, 
normal to the y-axis, the evaluation of an impact point for a track with given 
start parameters requires, each time, the evaluation of the circular functions 
arcsin and cos; this can be quite time-consuming if the detector measures a 
lot of coordinates along each of many trajectories. 

To avoid this waste of computer time when tracking particles through the UA1 
central detector Ml, each helicoidal trajectory is approximated by a number 
of parabolic segments. The length of these segments is automatically varied in 
such a way that the maximum possible deviation from the exact helix is always 
smaller than the measurement error on the coordinate. For example, if we 
represent the helix by a start point (xo,yo,z<>) with normalized tangent 
(uo,v0,w0) and the curvature p, then the coordinates of a point at a distance 
s from the start point can be written alternatively as 
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with 

x = x 0 + u0/p • sin(p • s) - vo/p • [1-cos(p • s)l 
y = yo + vo/p • sin(p • s) + u^/p • [1-cos(p • s)] 
z = Zo • uo * s 

(4.25) 

p = -a B/p (4.26) 

It is now evident that for "small" p • s, x and y can be approximated by 
parabolas: 

x' = x 0 uo s-vo s*/2 

The error in x due to this approximation is, in the uorst case, 

Sx = (x'-x) = (p • s)V(6 • p) . 

( 4 . 2 7 ) 

( 4 . 2 « ) 

Thus the maximal s t e p , 
i s g iven by 

S«»x3 = 6 • 9 

such that Sx does not exceed the measurement error a, 

/ p' (4.29) 

Parabolic representations of particle trajectories are also quite often used 
even in inhomogeneous magnetic field configurations such as in the SFM 
detector but usually they are only accurate for filtering and track-finding, 
but not for track-fitting. 

Another method for getting an explicit track model is to make a Taylor 
expansion of the trajectory x(e.,s), y(£,s), z(js,s) in s at a chosen reference 
point. This method requires not only the magnetic field but also its 
derivatives at this point up to an order n-2, uhen the Taylor approximation is 
of the order n and therefore must be combined uith a suitable field 
representation, (see, for example, Ref. [51]). Given such a field 
representation, the Taylor expansion is then obtained by comparing the 
coefficients of both sides of the equations of motion at a given point [531. 
Without special tuning according to the particularities of an experimental 
set-up, this procedure is too general and therefore inefficient; it is 
inadvisable to use it in a reconstruction program. 
The use of a field model fulfilling the Maxwell equations allows the 
elaboration of a faster tracking algorithm based on up to fifth order 
expansions of the track model, e.g. [531. Such an algorithm was formerly used 
quite heavily in the SFM geometry fit program [51]. 

For a field of axial symmetry and mirror symmetry about the median plane, i.e. 
B z = Bz(r,z),Br = BP(r,z),B# = 0 and B_(z) = -fi(-z), it may be preferable to 
express the solutions of the equations of motion, as given by (4.31), in terms 
of cylindrical coordinates for the particle trajectories; this is preferable 
especially uhen the uire chambers themselves have a cylindrical structure. 

Using the vector potential & of the magnetic field, which in this special case 
has only a non-vanishing component, the azimuthal one Al(r,z), uhich can be 
obtained from 
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r JE 
A*(r,z) s 1/r • / Bz(r,0) • dr - / BP(r,z) • dz , (4.30) 

o o 

the motion of a particle is then completely described by 

r • p * sina • cosX + r • q • A#(r,z) = const 

d(sinX)/dr = q/p • tga • bA#/dz, 
(4.31) 

and the cylindrical coordinates of the trajectory -t(r) and z(r), parametrized 
as functions of r, are 

â*/àr = tgo/r ; dz/dr = tgX/cosa . (4.32) 

Special solutions for the equations (4.31) and (4.32) can then be obtained. 

i) For small dip angle X: 
For trajectories in the median plane of the magnetic field (the xy-plane) 
and by-passing its symmetry axis at a distance d, the solution of the 
equations of motion can be given as expansions in the distance d, the 
azimuthal coordinate * of a point on the trajectory at a given distance R 
[Fig. 4.4], and the inverse of its momentum, i.e. 1/p, by 

*(r) = -#(R)-1/p • C0,i(r)+1/2 • [3 • D 1 3<r)*q • B(r=0,z=0)/rJ • d 2 

+ 3/2 • D 2 l(r) • d /p * 3/2 • D 3 1(r)/p* +...} 
(4.33) 

z(r) = 0. 

0 
Figure 4.4: Definition of d and *(r> 

By taking account of higher orders, any desired precision can be obtained. 

If the trajectory is nou measured by cylindrical chambers concentric about 
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the symmetry axis of the field, the quantities Djj are constant and have to 
be evaluated only once for each chamber. Thus a fast evaluation of the 
trajectory and its derivatives uith respect to 1/p, d, and v(R) is possible. 
This method of solving the equations of motion - and also its extension to 
find the solutions for tracks uith small elevation X - has been described in 
more detail in reference [161. Later it uas also extended to the 
traditional shape of representing a track by five track parameters on a 
reference plane [171. 

The gain in computer time uith respect to numerical integration is 
considerable [311. Of course the "pedestal" of computer time used for matrix 
operations in the least squares estimation method remains, and is nou the 
dominant part. 

The application of this method to represent the solutions of the equations 
of motion requires a certain skill as it has to be uell adapted to an 
individual set-up. It is an advantage, however, that the derivatives 
2&(s)/dD_(so) needed for efficient treatment of multiple scattering can 
easily be computed. 

ii) For large dip angle A: 

When large pt particles should be studied in a spectrometer uith a field of 
axial symmetry (as indicated in Fig. 4.3e), uith the components B z=B z(r,z), 
B r=B r(r,z), B*=0, or in the case of a solenoidal spectrometer uhere most of 
the tracks uould have small angles to the axis of symmetry, then the 
Gaussian approximation for the solution of the equations of motion could be 
taken as the track model. 

Finally, it is obviously common to all explicit track models that they lose 
much of their beauty uhen energy loss has to be taken into account. 

Qualitatively one can say that the computer time needed to track a particle 
through a detector set-up uith the help of explicit track models is usually 
one order of magnitude smaller than uhen using Runge-Kutta tracking 
(Subsection 4.2.2); for example, a quantitative comparison is given for 
foruard protons in the reconstruction program of the UA6 experiment [691. 
When using explicit track models, the main amount of computing time spent on 
a single track fit is then needed for the matrix operations of the iterative 
minimization procedure; thus efficient matrix packages have to be used. 

4.2.2 Numerical integration 

There exist different algorithms for numerically integrating the equations of 
motion of a particle - a system of ordinary initial-value differential equations 
of second order in, for instance, x(s), y(s), and z(s). 

The most common uay is to use Runge-Kutta methods, especially uhen the solution 
has to be knoun only at discrete values along the trajectory. Given a 
differential equation 

d zu/dv z = f(du/dv,u,v) , (4.34) 
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the solutions u n are given by the formulas (4.35) - taken from [59]: 

Un+i * u n • h • du/dv|n • h 2/6 • (ki+kî+k3) 

du/dv|n«-+ ! a du/dv|n + h/6 • (ki + 2»k2 + 2«k3 • k H) 
(4.35) 

k 1=f(du/dv| n,u n,v n) 

k2=f(du/dv|„ • h/2 • k ^ u n • h/2 • du/dv|„ • h 2/8 • ki,v„ + h/2) 

k3=f(du/dv|n + h/2 • k 2,u n + h/2 • du/dv|„ • h 2/8 • kf,vn * h/2) 

ki,=f(du/dv|„ + h • k 3,u„ + h • du/dv|n + h 2/2 • k 3,v n + h). 

We realize that as the first two arguments on the right-hand side of (4.35) are 
the same for k 2 and k 3 l the value of the magnetic field has to be evaluated at 
only one intermediate point. 

Tor example, the commonly used subroutine NYSTRK [78] makes use of this second 
algorithm to solve the equations of motion for tracks to be represented by 
direction cosines as direction parameters i.e. when the curvilinear length s is 
the independent variable. In principle the three direction cosines uould have 
to be renormalized to one after each tracking step, but to do so is often not 
necessary; they should, however, be renormalized for track points on detector 
planes or when they are used for other calculations. 

Another disadvantage of using s as independent variable is that detector planes 
can be reached only approximately either by several iterations of tracking or by 
interpolation. 

If the same Runge-Kutta formulas are applied to a set of equations of motion 
such as (4.22), uith the main track direction as the independent variable 
instead of s and uhere the direction parameters p* and Ps are the tuo tangent 
angles uith respect to the main direction, one can easily end up precisely at 
these detector planes uithout any interpolation if they are placed normal to 
this main direction. But the price to be paid for it is that one more square 
root per tracking step has to be evaluated. If the chambers are arranged in 
another uay or are not planar (cylindrical chambers), an interpolation step is 
anyuay necessary. 

For cylindrical detectors placed concentrically around the origin of the 
coordinate system it uould be best to start from a representation of the 
equations of motion uith the radial polar coordinate r as an independent 
variable. Whether the field at a starting point of a step is taken from the 
predicted end-point of the last step or is re-evaluated depends on the 
inhomogeneity of the magnetic field. 

The recently written tracking routine [14] is coded in such a uay as to allow a 
change betueen different independent variables in the course of the track 
following; thus it is possible to reach planar, cylindrical, and spherical 
surfaces by precise steps uithout any interpolation, on the premise that the 
routine aluays knows in advance the shape of the next surface a track will 
reach. 
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The derivatives M/dp.(so) can be evaluated numerically as follows: 

- A straightforward way would be to slightly vary the five track parameters Eo 
one by one, and to evaluate the corresponding trajectory for each of these 
five new sets of track parameter values. The derivatives could then be 
approximated using the deviations of the undisturbed track to its five nearby 
tracks: 

&* ï * i CPi, • • .,Pk+6pit, ••.,Ps)-*iCPi,-..,Ps) 
« . (4.36) 

a p i t Spit 

This numerical differentiation turns out to be quite stable when the 
variations are chosen large enough to avoid problems with the machine 
precision, but still small enough to guarantee that the nearby tracks pass 
through the same detector environment as the real track. Usual variations are 
of the order of 0.1 mm for the coordinate parameters pi and P2, of the order 
of 0.05 mrad for angular parameters Pa and p s , and of about 0.01 • Ps for Ps. 
Serious problems can occur when a variated track goes through a significantly 
different field region than that of the unvariated track; this can be avoided 
by intermediate storing of the field values along the trajectory and by using 
these values also when calculating the derivatives. Storing of these values 
is in any case recommended if the access to the total field map is slow, i.e. 
if it resides in extended core memory or on disk [51]. 

For a not too inhomogeneous magnetic field, the field values at the 
intermediate point and the preliminary end-point of a tracking step of length 
h, which are needed to evaluate k 2, ka, and k* in (4.35), can also be 
approximated from the field value at the beginning of the step and the 
knowledge of its derivatives there [52]. 

- The formalism given by formulas (4.35) can be easily expanded so that it will 
give impact points f_[fi(s0)] and derivatives dD.(si)/do.(so) at the same time 
[57]; the fi(£o) is usually a linear combination of P I ( S J ) and p 2(si) or just 
one of them. For this, the derivatives of the magnetic field with respect to 
space coordinates are also needed. 

Compared to the computer time needed by the previous method for each tracking 
iteration, using five nearby tracks for the evaluation of the derivatives, 
this extended algorithm is twice as fast. Over several iterations, however, 
the gain in time is smaller owing to the fact that, by the latest at the third 
iteration of the fit, the derivatives no longer change and thus one would no 
longer evaluate them when using nearby tracks. As for the computer time 
needed, it would be best to change from the extended algorithm back to the 
original Nystrom formulas [59] after perhaps the second fit iteration and to 
keep the derivatives constant further on, but such a strategy would enlarge 
the program and could cause an additional iteration to be needed owing to 
different algorithm tuning I 31]. 

The precision of the solution obtained by numerical integration depends strongly 
on the step-size h chosen. If the magnetic field is such that it does not allow 
for constant step-size, it is recommended to decrease the step-size the lower 
the momentum p and the higher the field inhomogeneity. There exist routines 
which automatically keep the product step-size times field gradient constant. 
When looking for the appropriate step-size or product constant, it is necessary 
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to ascertain that the tuning is based on a representative sample of tracks, and 
that the accepted deviations will not affect the precision and resolution needed 
to meet the physics goals of an experiment. 

There exist also a large variety of Runge-Kutta algorithms [22]112] that are 
different from the above single-step Runge-Kutta method. But it is just this 
property of not needing the history of the previous tracking steps uhen tracking 
one further step that determines the rejection of a multi-step method and 
favours the choice of a single-step method. 

In order to give an idea of the amount of computer time needed for the 
tracking of a single particle and for the evaluation of the expressions 
required for the covariance matrix (Section 4.3), ue quote the following 
numbers: 
About 5 ms on the CERN COC-7600 were needed per single track fit of fast 
particles in the environment of the MA6 experiment [1] (i.e. for particles 
traversing a simple H-magnet) [31]. 

For the louer momentum particles ( 0.6 < p < 2.5 GeV/c ) of the MA6 
experiment, about 20 ms were spent in the tracking routine NYSTRK [781. 

The fit of elastically scattered protons at the SFM intersection of the CERN 
ISR spent 35 ms of CERN CDC-7600 CP time in the routine NYSTRK uhen the 
derivatives uere evaluated according to formula (4.36). By evaluating the 
derivatives simultaneously uhen integrating the equations of motion, the fit 
became about 10% to 30% faster. 

For the analysis of muons in the complex set-up of the WA18 experiment II], 
about 40 ms of CDC-7600 CP time uere needed. 

For a more complete comparison between different Runge-Kutta routines, ue 
refer to the literature [781(11]. 

Summarizing the performance of numerical integration methods, ue uould state 
that they are all relatively slou compared to the track models that are 
described in Subsections 4.2.1 and 4.2.3, and particularly slower than those of 
Subsection 4.2.4. But they have the advantage of requiring little computer time 
and manpower to become implemented in a fit program. Ue recommend them for 
experiments with relatively lou amounts of data ( < 1 million tracks). As with 
decreasing step-size the precision can be increased to any desired value (if 
there uere not the limit of computer precision), the numerical integration 
method is the appropriate method for serving as reference uhen testing and 
tuning other tracking methods. 

4.2.3 SPline? 

Another way to represent a trajectory is to chain the coordinates by a spline 
curve. 

One possible spline curve would be obtained by approximating the trajectory 
between two subsequent coordinates along the track by parabolas, such that the 
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following continuity constraints hold for the resulting curve of subsequent 
parabola segments: 

- the curve is continuous at the measured coordinates; 

- the slope of the curve is continuous at the measured coordinates. 

Such a model uould then also allow an 
evaluate the first derivatives di/Sp.. 

With right-hand side known at N points, 

explicit differentiation in order to 

ue can derive cubic spline expressions 

4.2.3 Splines 

However, the second derivatives would no longer be continuous at the measured 
data points; thus the equations of motion would be fulfilled only approximately, 
especially when the magnetic field is not quite constant. In addition, multiple 
scattering cannot be treated properly, and in general a meaningful description 
of the particle's path may be obtained only if the measurement errors are small. 
Nevertheless, a cubic spline fit to the measurements can be used to guess the 
path of a track and to get guestimates of the track parameters. 

In any case, one should be aware of the fact that a spline curve is an 
approximation to the real, scattered path of the particle and not to its ideal, 
undisturbed trajectory; this curve does not correspond to a solution of the 
equations of motion and is therefore not suitable for a rigorous fit in the 
sense of this report. However, a cubic spline fit to the measurements is a 
valuable method of evaluating the 'history' of a track in a detector set-up 
(such as its scattering and energy loss), and it usually gives also a reasonable 
guess at the track parameters needed to initialize the fit procedure. 

The more appropriate way of using splines for track-fitting is to assume a cubic 
spline for the track's second derivatives as given by the equations of motion 
[911. 

For a track travelling along the x-axis and being measured by parallel planes 
normal to the x-axis, it is advantageous to represent the equations of motion 
(4.2) by formulas similar to (4.22): 

p • d 2y/dx 2 = a • q • VM* (dy/dx)2* (dz/dx)2 1 • 

• {Bx«dz/dx + By«dy/dx«dz/dx - Bz«[1*(dy/dx)21) 

= Y"(x) (4.37a) 

p • d 2z/dx 2 = a • q • VM + (dy/dx)2+(dz/dx)2] • 

• [- Bx»dy/dx - Bz*dy/dx*dz/dx • By«Il*(dz/dx)211 

= Z"(x). (4.37b) 

By a preliminary cubic spline fit or a parabolic fit to the measured 
coordinates, or by an initial Runge-Kutta integration, the values of x, y, z 
needed to evaluate the components of fi and the values of dz/dx and dy/dx at the 
measurement planes are approximately known; then the right-hand side of Eq. 
(4.37) can be evaluated. 
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Sy(x) for p • y" and S z(x) for p » z". In order to be able to construct these 
cubic spline curves, we need - besides the continuity constraints - two more 
assumptions about the spline curve; these are: 

- setting S " to zero at the first and the last data point, i.e. for x; with i=1 
and i=N; ue thus obtain natural cubic splines. 

- Another possibility is to impose S " to be equal for the first tuo and the 
last tuo data points; the so-called third-order cubic spline. 

- Or we could impose S'" to be continuous at the second data point and the last 
but second one. Such a model is called a uniform interpolating cubic spline. 

In a comparison done elsewhere [92], the uniform interpolating cubic splice is 
considered to be the best of these regular cubic splines. For a particular 
experimental situation, ue should of course choose that spline curve uhich takes 
best possible account of additional environmental information for the track, 
e.g. no curvature in a field-free region at the start or end of a track, 
constant curvature due to constant field, space constraints due to limited 
interaction region or target. 

Integrating the obtained cubic spline expressions twice, ue obtain 

Y(x 

Z(x 

V=Xi ru=v -I 
i> = / X SyCu) du dv 

v=u ki=xi •• 

v = X j ru=V -i 
O = S \S S^(u) du dv , 

v=u '-u=xi •* 

(4 .38) 

and thus the predicted coordinates at the i-th detector plane are given by 

yi = a<i • a 2 • XÏ + 1/p • YCXJ) 

Zi = bi + b> • Xi + 1/p • z(xi) 
(4.39) 

The five parameters - the momentum p as well as the integration constants ai, 
az, b<i, and b 2 - can then be determined from a linear least squares fit. For 
this fit the approximate weight matrix of the coordinates has to be used. If 
the possible multiple scattering does not give rise to a constant or simply 
parametrizable form of the weight matrix, then this matrix cannot be considered 
to be approximately knoun a priori for each single track fit; ue then have to 
take account of the multiple scattering by using additional parameters to 
describe the effect of the scatterers. 

Having carried out the above procedure, a particle's trajectory is nou 
represented by a doubly integrated cubic spline - a auintic spline ; only the 
fourth derivatives are not continuous. If the first data point on the track 
lies on the reference plane for uhich the track parameters have to be estimated, 
their values are just the integration constants ai, a 2, bi, b 2, or a simple 
combination of them. The error matrix V(af-fi*) can also be easily obtained from 
the error matrix for C1/p,ai,a2,b1,b2} by error propagation. 
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If the first estimates of dy/dx|i and dz/dx|j were not good enough, and if fi 
varied strongly with x, y or z, we would use the newly evaluated quintic spline 
curve to re-evaluate the derivatives and the magnetic field at the data points, 
and restart the evaluation of the cubic spline for the second derivatives. 

Of course, if the initial values for the first derivatives were well enough 
established and if the path of the track was well enough known compared to the 
magnetic field variations, e.g. by using an initial Runge-Kutta tracking, it 
would be sufficient to build up the quintic spline only once and we would thus 
get good estimates of the track parameters without any iteration. But in any 
case an additional iteration is usually needed to obtain a reasonable x z. Also 
for tracks encountering a considerable energy loss, at least one additional 
iteration has to be done; the equations of motion are then 

1 
d 2y/dx 2 = • Y " 

Po'M-€(s)l 
(4.40) 

1 
d 2z/dx 2 = • Z", 

Po«[l-€(s)J 

where the function c(s) takes into account the energy loss and has to be known 
approximately. 

The evaluation of the cubic Spline expressions S y(x) and S z(x) could also be 
based on more data points than have actually been measured; These 
additional 'knots' are then, of course, to be excluded from the least squares 
fit determining the parameters 1'p, a*, a 2, bi, b 2, i.e. these dummy points have 
zero weight. Such additional points are useful for the following reasons: 

- To account for regions where no detectors are present, but where nevertheless 
the path of the trajectory has to be checked. 

- Because of the fact that the magnetic field varies strongly (more than 
quadratically) between the data points. 

- On the contrary, the less significant points could be dropped. If the 
magnetic field is fairly homogeneous and if the number of detectors is rather 
high - a particle's path thus being well localized - we can speed up the 
spline fit by not using all the N data points for the evaluation of the cubic 
splines S y and S z, especially when these omitted points are measured with less 
precision than the others. This may be the case in a detector set-up 
consisting of multiwire proportional chambers and drift chambers [50]. But 
this is only possible if multiple scattering is small compared with that of 
the less precise detectors. Whether the track parameters and their error 
matrix will be more precise if the less precise measurements are included in 
the final iteration of the fit should be carefully studied. 

- For extrapolating the track, for instance, to the vertex position or to the 
reference plane in order to get the values of the track parameters 
immediately. For example, adding a dummy point at the centre of the 
interaction diamond in the ISR was of great help, especially when spline 
curves were used to represent trajectories that were built up of only three 
measured data points. 
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- For the quintic spline curve, only the fourth derivative is not continuous at 
the reference points. If a single point is used twice when constructing the 
cubic spline curve for the second derivatives, then also the fourth derivative 
at that point would be discontinuous - and so on for higher multiple use of 
single points as multiple knots. Thus the multiple use of single points may 
be a means of taking account of discontinuities in the environmental 
conditions along a track. 

Up to now we had tacitly assumed that each trajectory is given by a set of space 
points in such a way that it is possible to set up the spline model first in 
each of two orthogonal projections, which then get combined by a linear least 
squares fit; the only coupling between the projections is given via the 
parameter 1/p. The implementation of the quintic spline model is, however, also 
possible when the trajectory is measured in several non-orthogonal projections. 
For the analysis of tracks in the OMEGA spectrometer a spline fit has been set 
up that is based on three non-orthogonal projections [50]. The idea is to 
reconstruct a spline curve for each projection and then determine the 
integration constants by a fit to the measurements, taking the constraints 
between them into account. 

There also exists a generalization of this method which uses a representation 
x(u) for a trajectory, where u is connected to the path length, and which 
requires neither space points (besides approximate points needed for 
initialization) nor projections [251. 

A pathological case from the point of view of a spline track model is given when 
all the measured coordinates lie in a field-free region and when, between each 
two subsequent points, a strong magnetic field is present. Let us consider a 
set-up which consists of detector planes placed perpendicularly to one main 
axis, e.g. the x-axis, and of separated regions of magnetized iron. If the path 
of a track is approximately known, thus allowing enough additional points to be 
introduced, then we could still try to use a spline representation for the 
track. The functions Y"(x) and Z"(x) would then be pulse-like functions, such 
as the magnetic field seen from the track. Having studied the quality of the 
quintic spline obtained [94], it can be concluded that the better way to 
represent a trajectory under such conditions is to construct the trajectory by 
chaining together straight and curved segments. For the curved segments, only 
the values of the track parameters at their start and end points have to be 
known. In this way, if it is possible to parametrize the coordinates, the 
directions, and the momentum of a trajectory when leaving a magnetic field 
region, £out, as functions of the incoming values of the track fiip, then a fast 
track model can be obtained having better qualities than a quintic spline model 
based on dummy points. 

Practice has shown that the qualities of quintic spline models can be summarized 
as follows: 

- They can usually be considered as being faster than Runge-Kutta tracking by 
about a factor of 1.5 to 3. 

- It is probable that they cannot fit all tracks that are detected in an 
experimental set-up. Problems are known to occur for strongly curved tracks, 
for tracks of lower energy turning back, and for tracks traversing regions of 
strongly varying magnetic field. 
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- It is said that the '%* distribution' is deformed. The mean value obtained for 
x z tends to become too small, and a tail of too high values of x z seems to 
shou up. This may be due to the fact that the spline curve does not represent 
a solution of the equations of motion, and that one usually does not manage to 
account for the measurement errors properly. Because of the tendency of the 
spline curve to follow the physical track rather than the prolongated track of 
the true parameters, the error matrix on the track parameters is doubtful, and 
thus any hypothesis test based on the values of X2 becomes problematic. 
Houever, in the absence of considerable multiple scattering and in the case of 
small measurement errors, the quintic spline model is quite successful 
[13][301[82][93J. 

As a quantitative example ue quote the 16 ms of CERN CDC-7600 CP time needed for 
the spline fit of pions with <p> = 10 GeV/c from N* decay in the SFM detector 
[30]; using Runge-Kutta tracking instead of splines, the fit of pions uould have 
taken about three times longer. The reduced residuals £ [see formula (4.68)] 
obtained by the spline fit, houever, shoued variances slightly (about 5%) larger 
than 1 standard deviation. It might still have been possible to bring them 
closer to the desired value by some additional effort but this uould have meant 
losing most of the gain in speed. 

4.2.4 Parametrization 

Another uay of obtaining a track model suitable for rigorous track fitting is by 
making use of the so-called "parametrization" technique. This uord appears in 
several contexts in the literature, and ue shall refer to the tuo main 
applications of parametrization techniques: 

- The first has already been dealt uith in Chapter 3. A track is defined by 
five independent coordinates, and all additional coordinates can be expressed 
by the five (conveniently) chosen ones. If after a Principal Component 
Analysis all but the five most significant coordinates are small uith respect 
to the detector resolution, the deviations of the N-5 coordinates from a five-
dimensional hyperplane can be neglected. This corresponds to a set of N-5 
linear constraint equations in the original coordinate space. 

If more than five coordinates are significantly different from zero, some 
(1-5) non-linear functions are needed for describing the constraint surface 
[see formula (3.14)]: 

"j = *j 3 = 1,.. .,5 
fj = hj(fi,...,(s) hj j = 6,1 to be parametrized (4.41) 

hj = 0 j = 1*1,...,N 

If the weight matrix is known, this allows a fast X 2 test and the evaluation 
of the fitted coordinates [see formula (3.1ft) or (3.20)], but not the 
evaluation of the track parameters. For this purpose, five additional, 
deterministic functions must be constructed [see formula (3.18)]: 

E f = alcii',...,ci5
f)-

Ue avoid discussing again the difficulties of this method, but recall only the 
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following statement from Chapter 3. This complicated procedure can be 
efficiently applied to obtain a x 2 filter and guestimates of the track 
parameters, which can then be used for the initialization of a more rigorous 
fit. 

The second technique consists of making a direct ansatz for the coordinate 
functions of the undisturbed track as a linear combination of (orthogonal) 
functions P;: 

m 
S. = iCfi) « Z ai • Pi<fi) • (4.42) 

i=1 

This approach is simple to handle (e.g. no problems occur with 
inefficiencies); it gives a direct x* ansatz and displays the residuals well. 
The main effort is to find the functions; and, once they are found, the impact 
points needed for the least squares fit procedure are very quickly evaluated. 

Sometimes this is preceded by a Principal Component Analysis, but it has 
turned out to be of little use: one would again be confronted with the problem 
of inefficiencies and outliers; the transformed coordinates cannot be 
geometrically interpreted easily, the error matrix would have to be 
transformed; and finally, the functions £ would not become really simpler by 
such a preceding linear transformation; the only advantage is that the range 
of validity of the parametrized functions is better determined. 

But in any case the inclusion of the less important variables does not act as 
a handicap to the working of the subsequent fit procedure, since it has a 
mechanism for by-passing terms or functions which are contributing little to 
the fit. 

The only disadvantages of this tracking method are that the functions must be 
re-adjusted whenever a detector plane is moved, and that the directions on the 
detector planes are not given by it. 

However, in magnetic field-free regions it is easy to correct for any detector 
displacement, since any point on a trajectory can be obtained by interpolation 
between its parametrized coordinates on two virtual detector planes. And for 
small displacements, e.g. due to removing and replacing a defective chamber, 
such an interpolation should be possible with the help of a rough 
parametrization of the track directions on the detector planes or by the use 
of an additional rough track model (e.g. cubic splines). 

In the following, we will discuss only the second parametrization technique, but 
most of what is said applies, mutatis mutandis, also to the first one. For the 
rest of this subsection, the word "fit" will be used in a different context than 
elsewhere in this report. When looking for the functions 1, the constants a.; in 
the ansatz (4.42) have to be adjusted, i.e. fitted; and this is done by a least 
squares method which has only little in common with the method we use for the 
estimation of track parameters as described in Chapter 2. 

This fit now runs as follows: 

Me rewrite ansatz (4.42), expressing the functions P;(j») by products of 
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functions with only one argument 

m i , . . . , I T < 5 5 
S. * I ftl , i , t , 1 .1 • n +\ ( p j ) ( 4 . 4 3 ) 

s , 1 2 3 * 5 i r l i 
I » • • * » 1 J — • 

1 S 

The functions 4>\ may be powers of pj, trigonometric functions, Chebyshev 
polynomials, etc. The vector c denotes the set of N measurements; but in the 
follouing ue will describe the parametrization technique for one coordinate 
only, i.e. ue omit to underline c and a. 

Nou, an appropriate training sample of track is chosen for uhich the coordinate 
c and the corresponding track parameters £ are knoun. The coefficients a are 
then evaluated by requiring the quadratic form Q 2 in (4.44) to be a minimum: 

M r «it,... ,n»5 5 i: 
MINÎQ2! = MINI I I(E)(k>-£ a; ,...,? • 11 +\ <Pj(k)> > • (4.44) 

k=l L i, is ' 5 J 

The functions t \ can be chosen uith the necessary flexibility, since the effect 
of each of them on reducing Q z can be examined immediately. Thus only those 
functions 4\ uill be accepted uhich have an significant effect on Q z. 

Having tried 'all possible' functions +\, a particular matrix uill be 
constructed, and inverting it is the last step needed for the evaluation of the 
coefficients a.. For more details, see references I611I62H85]. 

Uhen applying the above-described technique to find a parametrization track 
model, using for instance the program MUDIFI [19], the follouing problems (uhich 
are quite similar to those mentioned in Section 3.2) must be taken into 
consideration: 

- The training sample uhich provides the reference points for the functions f\ 
must be chosen carefully and in accordance uith the experimental situation. 
It is uell knoun that if one uses polynomials to fit smooth functions to a 
sample of reference points t(Pi» i=1,..•,1)(k)» k = 1,M), it is in general 
useful to generate tracks uith parameters £ in such a uay that the density of 
the reference points Eikj is higher near to the border of the intervals in 
uhich the parameters can vary according to physics, phase space, and the 
dimensions of the detector; otheruise bad results might be obtained. The 
optimal choice is to distribute them 'Chebyshev'-uise, according to 
l/y'd-x2), uhere the parameter x can vary in the interval (-1,1). By 
minimizing Q 2 in (4.44) ue then obtain the desired minimum of the 
maximum linear deviation of the approximated function to the exact one. By 
using Chebyshev polynomials as the functions l; this minimum is obtained 
uithout any ueighting of the distribution of the reference points E( lo . And 
even if simple polynomials are used instead of Chebyshev ones, a good 
algorithm uill nevertheless select the corresponding significant polynomials. 

If equidistant reference points £ck) were simulated, if uould be better to use 
trigonometric functions as 4>\ 1851; houever, their repeated evaluation 
requires considerably more computer time than the evaluation of polynomials 
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(trigonometric functions minimalise the integrated quadratic deviation). 

Besides the good properties of the approximation when using Chebyshev-uise (or 
equidistant) distributed reference points, such samples of reference points 
will also cause the matrix that has to be inverted, to be diagonal when 
finally evaluating the coefficients a. But as the advantage of having a 
diagonal matrix is anyway disturbed by random effects, it is easier to 
generate the reference points randomly according to a Chebyshev or a flat 
distribution. 

- Then, care must be taken not to 'overfit'; i.e. by accepting higher-order 
functions t\, the sum of squares of the residuals Q 2 uill decrease more and 
more, but for tracks not contained in the training sample the fit becomes 
worse! 

When using polynomials it might be useful to determine the maximum power of 
each variable separately by making a least squares fit for each of them in 
one dimension up to a power which produces no significant reduction of Q 2. 
However, this requires that the constraint surface is uell approximated by the 
product of functions of individual back parameters. 

- How many reference points are needed? Let us assume that we have determined 
an explicit expression of the coordinate c based on a training sample of a feu 
hundred tracks. Me then have to generate another sample of tracks, and if for 
this test sample we find a standard deviation of the distribution of the 
difference Ac between the approximated and exact function f(p.) to be higher 
than the one for the training sample ( say twice as high), this then is due to 
the original training sample being too small and/or caused by overfitting. 

- But we also might find that Ac of a new track is several standard deviations 
off. This is probably due to the fact that this track is lying outside the 
region covered by the reference points, so that we are in fact extrapolating 
rather than interpolating. 

From our experience we conclude that this technique of finding a parametrized 
track model works uell when the particles, which have then to be tracked through 
a detector set-up, have three similar track parameters and differ considerably 
in only two parameters 169). For instance, the CP time needed for the slow 
particles in the WA6 experiment [1] could almost be neglected 131]. Replacing 
the Runge-Kutta tracking by a parametrized track model for elastic protons in 
the more complex SFM detector reduced the CDC-7600 CP time from 35 ms to about 
2 ms [5]. 

The parametrization technique becomes complicated when more than two parameters 
vary significantly, and for particles in an inhomogeneous field; for non-elastic 
SFM events, we had to divide the parameter phase space and to parametrize a 
track model for the different cells [5]. 

If all five parameters vary over a large range, the situation becomes even 
worse, and a different track model must be considered. 
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4.3 Covariance and the weight matrix 

Me have seen in Chapter 2 that when using the least squares estimation method 
the weight matrix is a means by uhich the different precision of and 
correlations between the measurements £ are taken into account. 

Me have mentioned that we take account of biases by correcting the track model 
f.(fi) itself, so that the expectation value of the errors <£*"> is zero. The 
weight matrix H is given by the inverse of the covariance matrix of the 
coordinates, uhich has to be positive definite and bound in the limit of an 
infinite number of measurements. 

Me have already stated in Subsection 4.1.2 [symbolized in formula (4.13)] that 
the uncertainties for the reconstruction of particle directions and momenta from 
measurements of coordinates arise from limitations in the measurement accuracy 
of the detectors and from errors induced by multiple scattering. Whether or not 
nuclear scattering has to be considered must be studied for each specific 
detector separately. 

Uhere there is no multiple and nuclear scattering, the weight matrix to be used 
in formula (4.61) is given by the inverse of the covariance matrix of the 
measurement errors; its properties will be studied in Subsection 4.3.1. 
Me have stated in Subsection 4.1.2 that there exist different ways of taking 
multiple scattering into account, one of them being the "matrix method"; this 
method is in any case advisable if continuous scatterers are present. As for 
small-angle multiple scattering, the errors f.(ch) and ç.(m.s.) can be considered 
to be independent. The weight matrix to be evaluated is then the inverse of the 
covariance matrix V(ç.-f_(p.*) ) uhich is given as the sum of V(£(ch)) and 
v(c.(m.s.)), (see Subsection 4.3.2). 

If nuclear scattering cannot be neglected (e.g. due to the beam tube in storage 
rings), a third term has to be added: V +• V+o*V(f.(n.s. )), uhere a is the 
probability of the occurrence of nuclear scattering (usually a << 1). However, 
owing to the combination of multiple and nuclear scattering, the distributions 
of fitted coordinates and parameters are no longer Gaussian. This means that any 
x 2 cut has to be studied carefully. 

4.3.1 Chamber resolution 

Me shall discuss the detector error on a simple example: the multiuire 
proportional chamber (MWPC). Such a chamber contains thin uires spaced by a 
distance d usually of the order of one or tuo millimetres and by proper choice 
of the gas and the voltage on the electrodes it is possible to find conditions 
uhere a localized avalanche of limited size arrives on single uires uhenever a 
particle crosses the wire plane. 

Let us first assume that this avalanche gives rise to only one pulse on the wire 
nearest to the trajectory in the i-th chamber. Me then can assume that the 
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errors c; r have the follouing normalized distribution (normalized probability 
density function): 

p(€?) = 0 for |c|>d;/r2 
(4.45) 

p(«i) = iz-d? for |e| i d;/2 

and the corresponding r.m.s. chamber error is then 

, r * d i / 2 1 V * — 
«i = i/v(€}2) = M/'di • / e* • d« = ài/Jw . (4.46) 

L -di/2 J 

In a rigorous uay, c;(ch) is correlated Hith the true impact c;,true= Ci-ci(ch). 
In absence of multiple scattering this coincides with f;(£*), namely 

€i(ch) * di/2 - modCci* + d?) . (4.47) 

But this function is smeared out by the randomly populated phase space of j>* and 
other effects such as multiple scattering, so that in general the least squares 
method still works well uhen using the approximation (4.45). Some problems 
occur, however, when two chambers of parallel uires are too close together; uhen 
plotting the residual distribution for each chamber separately, it may happen 
that the errors e; and «i+i are no longer smeared out, and that in the residual 
plot of either of the chambers one "sees" the uire structure of the other. But 
in practice, this causes the problems uhen establishing the right detector 
positions (alignment) rather than uhen fitting tracks. 
A quantitative study of such correlations betueen subsequent position 
measurements and their effect on the momentum resolution has recently been 
carried out I23l. 

The theoretical limit of the error of a uire chamber is louer by a factor of tuo 
uhen one assumes that an even cluster of uires gives a signal uhen the distance 
to the nearest Hire is greater than d;/4, and an odd cluster uhen this distance 
is less than d;/4; but experimentally one finds that the approximation €;=d;/v,12 
is a reasonable first guess for the chamber error over a wide angular range. For 
inclined tracks, a mjch higher precision can be obtained by recording and then 
making use of time relations for the single uire of a cluster [70]. 

An extensive description of uire chamber behaviour, of cluster distributions, 
and of the influence of impact angles on the cluster size can be found in the 
literature [79]. Me can only mention that problems such as noise, cluster 
decays, and outliers exist, and they, too, are dependent on the kind of 
detectors in use. By cluster decay ue mean that a cluster of measurements may 
split into sub-clusters because of uire inefficiencies; thus uhen reconstructing 
a track, it is necessary to judge whether tuo separate clusters in a detector 
plane may just be a single split one. Furthermore, it is not aluays true that 
the centre of a cluster should be taken as the measured coordinate value: the 
right value may also be situated at the edge of a cluster, e.g. owing to 
S-electrons, a main cause for outliers. 

For drift chambers the error is also impact-dependent, but in such a smooth uay 
that the covariance matrix can be kept constant during the fit procedure after a 
first guess at the particle's impact point. Regarding the influence of gas 
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composition, to uhich drift chambers are very sensitive, ue refer the reader to 
the literature 174H45]. 

4.3.2 Matrix formalism for multiple scattering 

Ue have already stated in Subsection 4.1.2 that one uay of taking multiple 
scattering into account is to adjust the ueight matrix properly; it then has to 
be the inverse of the non-diagonal covariance matrix 
V(c) = V(€<ch» + V<£(m.s.)>. 

To establish V(£.(m.s.)) it is necessary to express the deviations of the 
trajectory, on each detector plane, caused by any preceding scattering in the 
detector set-up starting from the reference plane onuards. 

With the assumptions 

- that the multiple scattering is only a small-angle scattering, such that it is 
sufficient to take into account only the effects of first order in the 
scattering angle 6; 

- that at a given point i on the track the multiple scattering can be described 
by tuo independent, Gaussian-distributed angles (Gi,i and @i,z) in tuo 
perpendicular planes (1 and 2), both of uhich contain the tangent of the 
trajectory [Fig. 4.5]; and 

Scattered track 
Unscattered track 

Figure 4.5: The coordinate system with the axis £3 
parallel to the tangent of the trajectory 
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- that the total effect of multiple scattering is always small enough for the 
effect of scattering to be evaluated along the approximated track of the 
unscattered particle, uith the impact coordinates i(fi), i.e. that the 
environmental conditions (such as the strength of the magnetic field or the 
density of a scatterer) along the undisturbed track - £(£*) - are not 
significantly different from those along the true track: 
£-£(ch) = I(£t)+e.(m.s.), 

then the error induced on the k-th coordinate is given by 

k-1 of* M k 

«k(m.s.) p = Z ( • 6 i f 1
r + • 9i, 2

r) , (4.48) 
i=1 *8i,i *®\,z 

where i runs over all previously encountered detector planes measuring the 
coordinate Ci, i.e. at s 0 £ s\ < sic [Fig. 4.61, [511. 
To take account of other discrete scatterers uhich the track has encountered 
before the k-th detector, analogous terms have to be added to the sum in (4.48). 
Tor each continuous scatterer, between Sj,basin and sj, a nd> i t s contribution to 
the error €k r is described by an analogous integral [71]: . 

Min(sj,«„d,sk)r M k d91»'(s) M * d0 2
p(s)-| 

«k r *• €|tr + J • + • «ds . (4.49) 
sj,b«9in *•*&%, i ds oS.,2 ds •» 

The covariance matrix can then be evaluated and expressed in terms of track 
parameters. 
For k-1 discrete scatterers encountered at the path lengths si,...,Sk-i in front 
of the k-th scatterer at Sk for a track starting at s 0, i.e. the reference 
plane, the covariances then read: 

ofk M i 
COV (€k,«l) = Z • • <[Sp 3(Si) rl 2> • 

i bp3(Sj) bp 3(Si) 
s;<sk,si 

»f k M i 
• • • <[6p4(s;)rI*> + 

dpi,(si) dp*(s;) 
(4.50) 

r M k M i M k M i i 
+ • • • • <6p 3(Si) r • 8p*(s|)r> 

t-dp3(si) dp«(Si> dp*(s;) dp3(s;)'' 

uhere the E ( S ? ) denote the track parameters given at the obstacle i encountered 
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Unseattered 
track 

ref 
Reference plane 

Figure 4.6: The path of a track nearly parallel to the 
z-axis traversing discrete scatterers 

at the path length s\, and P3, p« give the direction cosines or tangents; 
6p 3(si), 8pi,(si) denote the change of P3,Pn on a reference plane at s; due to 
scattering on the i-th scatterer. 

The index i in (4.50) does not only run over the detector planes which have 
contributed coordinates to the track candidate to be fitted; it also runs over 
all discrete obstacles in front of the k-th detector plane. Thus the impacts f_ 
and their derivatives have to be known not only on the detector planes but also 
on the surfaces of all discrete scatterers. 

If the x and y coordinates are measured at fixed z-values, and P3 and p* are the 
direction cosines dx/ds and dy/ds then the covariance matrix of the direction 
parameters is [51]: 

<© ri,proj*>* 
U-P3>* 

-P3*P* 

"P3*P* 
(1-P%)« 

(4.51) 

where 8i,Proj is the projected scattering angle at s;. If P3 and p* are the 
tangents dx/dz, and dy/dz then the covariance matrix of the direction parameters 
is [311: 
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< e r i » l » r o i 2 > ' C 1 + P 3 2 + p » 2 ) 
1+P3 2 

P3'P» 

Pa'Pn 

1+P« 
(4.52) 

Si 

To evaluate formula (4.50), not only the derivatives of the track impact 
coordinates uith respect to the reference plane parameters are needed, 
ôfi/ô£(s 0), but also those uith respect to the direction parameters on all 
preceding scatterers; they can be obtained by using 

d£(S|() ^£<Sk) fcfi(S0) 

îfi(si) d£(s 0) dp.(s;) 

dfi(So) 

Ofi(Si) 

ÔE(si) 

dp.(S0) 
(4.53a) 

For the matrix inversion the derivatives uith respect to the momentum rs^o' 
can be neglected in most cases: 

fcfi'Si» -, 

ôfi(So » 
>5,i » 6 5, (4.53b) 

Thus all the derivatives of the track parameters at a detector plane with 
respect to the track parameters at an obstacle in front of the corresponding 
detector are expressed in terms of derivatives uith respect to the reference 
plane, uhich in any case must be evaluated since they are needed during the 
minimization of the X 2 ansatz. 

Using (4.53), formula (4.50) can be reuritten as: 

dfk àfi.(s0) M i dp,(so) 
cov(cic,ci) = Z • • • 

i df>(so) dps(Si) dp.(So) dps(si) 
Si<Sk,Sl 

• <[Sp 3(si)
r1 2> + 

dfk dfi(s0) M i d£(so) 
+ • . • • <[Sp*(si) rl 2> • 

d£(s 0) dp«(S{) dp.(s0) dp«(s;) 

[ M|c 2 D . ( S 0 ) M I dp.(so) M|ç à&(s 0 ) M i dp.(so) -i 
» » • + » » « I 

b£(s 0 ) dps(sj) d£(so) ipn (s j ) d£(so) ^Pn(si) dfitso) dp 3 (s ; ) - ' 

<6p 3(s,)
r • 6pi,(si)r> 

5 
= I 

5 
I 

Mit M l Ck, 1) 
(4.54) 

m=l n=l dp m(s 0) apnts 0) ", n 
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with 

(k,li r *fi<S|>)i 
S = 

• n 

r *fi(sa)-i 
Z <e(s?)Proi

2> * F-,n fiCsj), (4.55) 
i L bp.(Sî)J 

s;<Sk,si 

where O(si) p p oj
2> is defined to give the value of the projected mean square 

scattering angle at Si, the path length. 

Recalling formulas (4.11) and (4.12), <9(si) p r oj
2> is given by 

1 ÛSj 
O(si)p P 0j

2>* 1̂ 2 • (0.021)2 • • , (4.56) 
P 2 L,( S i) 

uhere As; is the path length spent by the track in the i-th scatterer, and 
LB(s{) is its characteristic scattering length. 

If the direction parameters are the direction cosines, the right-hand terms in 
(4.55) then read: 

SfiCsiH dp m(s 0) »pn(so) 
E(s,),- — = • • M- P 3(si)2] 

dp.(So)-' ^P3(Si) dp3(S{) 

ôp„(S0) dp„(S0) 
+ . . ll-p.,(si)*] • 
dpii(si) 2p*(si) 

[Ô P „ I S 0 J dPn^SoJ opmls9t < 3 p n l S 0 J - | 
• • • 1 • p 3 ( s ; ) • p « ( s j ) . ( 4 . 5 7 ) 

d p 3 ( s j ) d p * ( s ; ) d p * ( s i ) ô p 3 ( s î ) J 

For continuous absorbers from Sbegin to the smal le r of sic and s i , the sum 
S » , n

l k , l ) has to be replaced by an i n t e g r a l l « , n , k , l ) 1 3 2 ] , such as to g i v e 

I m n i s i ( , s i J c K t u s j p r o j > r ofiisoJ-i 
= / • r.,„ E(S), • ds , 
Sbigin ds L ^p.Cs)J 

uhere dO(s) p r ej
2>/ds is usually split into three factors, 
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d < e ( s ) P r o j 2 > L«(Sbeginî 
= < e ( S b « 9 i n > 2 > 0 • g t S b e a ï n î S ) • , ( 4 . 5 9 ) 

ds l » (s ) 

uith <e(Sb«9in)z>o being the mean square scattering angle per unit length at the 
beginning of the continuous absorber, and where L«(sb«gini/L1(s3 takes account 
of the change of the radiation length along the path of the particle, and 
gtsbasinrs) takes account of the increase of the variance of the scattering 
angle due to energy (momentum) loss from Sbegin to s. Thus the values of 
g(sb«gin>s) are {see formula (4.56)]: 

9 »S»begi n» s^ 

e[p(sb«f]in)/P(s) ] 2 if s inside the material 
(4.60) 

=0 if s outside the material. 

The integral can be evaluated numerically in parallel uith the tracking. If a 
continuous scatterer is encountered, the tracking step length need not be 
changed in order to reach the contours of the obstacle exactly; a simple 
interpolation along the path is precise enough. 

Mhen the path of high-energy particles through an absorber can still be regarded 
as approximate straight lines (e.g. thin absorbers), it is possible to avoid the 
evaluation of the corresponding integral and to maintain the formalism of 
discrete absorbers. 

To evaluate the above formulas, ue then need the derivatives d£/dp_(so) and 
dp.(s)/^£(so) at the positions of discrete absorbers and inside continuous 
absorbers. For analytically given track models, they are obtained by analytical 
differentiation. Otherwise they have to be obtained by numerical 
differentiation. Particular problems occur for track models as described in 
Subsection 4.2.4, since one usually parametrizes only the impact points on the 
detectors as functions of the track parameters, and points on the trajectory in 
between detectors cannot usually be obtained from this track model. But such 
problems can usually be overcome by first using another simple track model (e.g. 
cubic splines) to get some rough knowledge about the particle's path; the 
covariances would then be evaluated along this approximate path. 

Finally we summarize: In order to obtain the covariance matrix with the 
elements V(e.(m.s. ) )*, i := cov(cic,ci), the given track is followed through the 
detector set-up and 

- the tracking is interrupted each time a chamber plane is reached which 
contributed measurements to the track candidate; 

- to take account of other discrete and continuous scatterers, a rough track 
model usually provides sufficient information for the evaluation of the 
additional contributions to the sum £ and the integral I. Thus, as no exact, 
tracking to the boundaries of the scatterers is necessary, it is easy to adapt 
the evaluation of the effect of multiple scattering to possible changes of the 
dispositions and amount of scatterers in an experimental set-up. 
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4.4 Minimization 

Our considerations in Chapter 2 have led us to choose the least squares 
estimation method for evaluating the estimates of the track parameters. They 
then are implicitly defined as those values of p. for uhich the covariance form 
Q z takes its minimum; ue repeat here formula (2.2) defining Q 2 as 

N N 
Q 2 = S Z Ici-fïCo.)] • (V-')ÏJ • lcj-fj(p_)] . (4.61) 

i=1 j=1 

The estimation of the track parameters then consists of searching for the 
minimum of the objective function Q 2. The method used will depend on the 
properties of this objective function: 

- If the impact coordinates £(£.) are linear in p. and if the covariance matrix V 
of the coordinates is independent of p., this minimization can easily be 
carried out, as the least squares estimation method then reduces to the linear 
least squares estimation method. The estimates p_f are given by formula (2.6) 
and their covariance matrix V(p.f-p.*) is given by (2.7). The minimization is 
thus achieved by a single step. 

If the above-mentioned conditions are not fulfilled, then the objective function 
Q 2 is no longer an exact quadratic function of p., and ue .have to proceed in a 
different uay: 

- For most of the track-fitting cases, the above conditions are approximately 
fulfilled. Such situations arise uhen the derivative matrix A and the 
covariance matrix V only vary slouly enough uith p. and can thus be considered 
to be constant uhen fitting an individual track. Then Q 2 is an approximately 
quadratic function of p.. He can nou still use the formalism of the linear 
least squares estimator if ue have found approximate values of p_ (i.e. fi°), if 
ue have evaluated the ueight matrix at p.0, and if ue take the linear expansion 
of the functions £ at p_°. If this linearity is only approximate, ue then have 
to re-adjust the track parameters in an iterative uay, i.e. the linear 
algorithm uill be restarted several times uith the parameter values obtained 
by the previous step until some convergence criteria are fulfilled. However, 
the matrix A (and perhaps V) in formula (2.6) is no longer constant uith 
respect to p., and thus some approximate values £° of the true parameters p.* 
have to be knoun a priori to the fit to allou for the needed initial 
evaluation of A (and V) [681151 H 31]. This 'linearized' iterative procedure 
uill nevertheless provide us uith the exact minimum of Q 2 and uith precise 
final estimates for the track parameters - if the initial parameters are not 
too far auay from the true ones, so that Q2(£°) is near enough to the global 
minimum Q.2(p_f ). 

- In any case, one should try to choose a set of track parameters such that the 
track model i.(fi) is approximately linear in p_ and the covariance matrix V 
roughly constant. So, normally 1/p and not the momentum p itself is used as a 
parameter to describe trajectories in a magnetic field, as lateral 
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displacements and deflections of a charged particle in a magnetic field are 
approximately proportional to 1/p. This choice also removes the singularity 
for infinitely large p. The neu set does not even need to consist of 
physically meaningful parameters. The main objective should always be to 
choose the parameters such that the objective function Q 2 becomes almost 
quadratic in p.. Nevertheless, the parameters chosen should still have some 
transparent meaning. In its dependence on space parameters, Q z should be at 
least almost parabolic over a spatial domain around the measured coordinate, 
which should have a width of about ±3 to ±4 standard deviations of the 
detector measuring the coordinate. Only for the last fit step, e.g. for the 
final kinematical fit, do we come back to the physically interesting 
parameters and evaluate their error matrix by (linear) error propagation. 
Such a change of track parameters is advantageous, as the errors on the fitted 
parameters become smaller and the requirement of linearity less important the 
closer the fit converges to the final result. Problems, such as those caused 
by tracks turning back, have disappeared at this late stage, while a bias by 
using a non-linear track model would be propagated through the whole further 
analysis. 

This approximate linearity of the impact coordinates ±(fi) is also desired 
because of the fact that only then will the estimates of the track parameters 
fif have the optimal qualities of linear least squares estimates (see Section 
2.2). 

There exist cases where the above-described 'linearization' is not possible. 
It may happen that for a set of parameter values E 1 it is no longer possible 
to predict the coordinates M E 1 ) for all N chambers which have contributed a 
measurement to the track candidate to be fitted, but only for N' < N. This may 
occur for tracks passing through a wire plane with almost no inclination, or 
for strongly curved tracks, when they just touch a particular detector and 
then turn back. The N-N' measurements for the next evaluation of Q 2 have then 
to be dropped. Probably, Q 2(£ 1,H'), will now be smaller than Q2(fi.f,N) where 
the parameters E f characterize the global minimum when all N measurements have 
been used, and Q 2(P.) is no longer continuous in the interval [&*,£>*]. The most 
straightforward way to solve the problem caused by such measurements is to 
drop them for the entire track fit. Then it would only be necessary to check 
at the end of the fit whether they are compatible with the path of the fitted 
track. If, however, such particular measurements should be included for the 
estimation of the track parameters, more sophisticated minimization methods 
have to be used, which no longer require 'linearization'. Such situations can 
usually be avoided if initial values E° are available which are close enough 
to p.*. They can also be avoided by fitting a track piecewise, e.g. segmented 
according to detector telescopes of different orientation or situated at both 
sides of a region of strong (inhomogeneous) magnetic field. For a track split 
into to segments, one would first evaluate the track parameters for the second 
segment at an intermediate reference plane situated at the beginning of this 
segment and then take into account these fitted values when fitting the first 
segment and evaluating the track parameters at the reference plane at the 
beginning of the track. 

A zero derivative of the track model, i.e. when Mi'dpic is almost zero, means 
that the measurement c\ bears almost no information on the parameter p*. In 
the neighbourhood of such regions, or near singularities or discontinuities 
(for tracks near absorber edges where the energy loss depends on whether the 
track is still in the absorber or not), the linearized least squares method 
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might turn out to be quite unsuccessful. Edge effects require that ue consider 
not only the ideal undisturbed track but also the environment of the physical 
true path of the particle. In most cases a correct weight matrix will be 
obtained by referring, for the evaluation of the multiple scattering, to the 
undisturbed track but under the environmental conditions of the true track. 

It is also desirable that good initial values jo° be available because 
minimization methods usually find only a local minimum; therefore care must be 
taken that the minimization procedure converges to its global minimum. Ue will 
speak about convergence in Subsection 4.4.2. 

In the presence of constraints for the minimization, the procedure is usually as 
follows, depending on the kind of information given: 

- Statistical constraints. If the constraints themselves have a statistical 
spread, then further terms are added to the x 2 ansatz, e.g. as will be done 
in Section 4.7 to take into account the interaction profile in the vertex fit. 

- Deterministic constraints. Ue can take account of such constraints by adding 
them to the function Q 2, either with the help of Lagrange multipliers or uith 
the help of penalty functions. In the first iteration of a fit, the Lagrange 
formalism often tends to favour the fulfilment of the constraint equations, 
and to diverge concerning the estimation of the position of the minimum. The 
use of penalty functions usually gives a better convergence. Both formalisms 
are used only rarely in geometry programs since the most straightforward way 
of taking account of constraint equations is to use them explicitly to reduce 
the number of independent variables. 

For more information about constraint minimization, ue refer the reader to the 
literature 143]. In geometry programs it is advisable to use a track model uhich 
depends only on the number of independent parameters describing a track. Thus if 
a constraint is given as by an equation, one would reduce the number of, in 
general, five-track parameters, e.g. four parameters for a track outside the 
magnetic field, three if the target has almost no extension in one space 
direction, etc. Inequality or range constraints can usually be ignored during 
minimization, and they need only be checked at the end of the fit. If they were 
not fulfilled, the track can usually be rejected. 

The most widely used methods are the Newton method and quasi-Newton methods, 
which can be successfully applied to minimize almost quadratic functions; we 
will describe them in Subsection 4.4.1. Their disadvantages are that the values 
of the derivatives A, 

A = Of(]»)•*£ , (4.62) 

have to be calculated, and that matrix inversions have to be carried out. The 
evaluation of the derivative matrix might be time-consuming if no explicit track 
model is available, and the inversion of the covariance matrix would make a non-
negligible contribution to the over-all computation time if the number of 
measurements is large. 

There exist other minimization methods; for example, the final covariance matrix 
of the track parameters might be gradually evaluated by updating formulas 
14311441. 
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But, summarizing the experience of different experiments, it can be stated that 
the objective function Q 2 normally depends on p. in such a uay that the final 
parameters p. and their covariance matrix are successfully obtained by Newton and 
quasi-Newton methods after only a few iterations. Therefore the mathematically 
more sophisticated methods (which are often as precise as those mentioned above) 
have up to now never been used in track fit programs, as far as we know. 

Besides the convergence criteria we will also mention (Subsection 4.4.2) some 
methods (e.g. scaling) which, uhen used during the computer calculations, may 
allow an improvement in the precision of the results of the minimization 
procedure, or a faster convergence. 

4.4.1 Newton and quasi-Newton methods 

Let us first look at the general behaviour of the objective function Q 2 . The 
derivatives of Q2(p_) can be expected to exist everywhere in the region of 
interest of p. (this can usually be assumed for physically meaningful functions). 
Me can then write the Taylor series expansion of Q 2 around some point p., say p.0: 

Q2(fi) = Q2(fi°)*a • (£-fi°) + V 2 • (fi-fi0)* • G • (fi-E°) (4.63) 

As already mentioned, in most cases the covariance matrix V varies only slowly 
enough uith the parameters e for it to be considered as constant. The gradient g. 
is then 

gic = -2 • Z *fi(p.)/*pit Wij • Icj-fjd» 0)! (4.64) 

and the Hessian matrix G, i.e. the matrix of second derivatives, is 

M i(£) 
G ki= 2*1 I 

i,j *Pk 

Mj(fi) 

>° api 

b 2f i(p.) 

>° apk&pi 
•Wij«[cj-f j(p.°)î> . (4.65) 

The evaluation of the second derivative of I(p) would cause a severe computer 
load if this was to be done by numerical differentiation uith the help of step-
by-step tracking. 

Fortunately (except if the first derivatives of the functions are close to zero) 
the second term of Gici in (4.65) can be neglected uhen assuming cj-f;(p.) to be 
small; and in the case of linear functions this term vanishes anyuay. If the 
functions jF(p.) are known explicitly, there is generally no reason to suppress 
the second derivatives of the functions. 

Neglecting the second term of Gici results in G being necessarily positive 
definite, but this does not necessarily give the correct curvature at p_°, while 
with the second derivatives the Neuton method may diverge uhen the initial 
parameter values lie outside the domain uhere Q 2 is parabolic (i.e. beyond an 
inflection point). The usefulness of using the second derivatives must be 
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judged from practical experience. 

In general it can be expected that the predictions based on the second-order 
expansion of Q 2 should not be very wrong, at least for small steps around ja°. 
The first term in (4.63), being constant, does not tell us where to look for the 
minimum of the function Q 2; but it is of course of great importance for a X 2 

test. The second term is proportional to the gradient g. and can thus be used to 
indicate approximately the direction in which the function is decreasing most 
quickly. But it approaches zero as ue approach the minimum. The third or 
quadratic term describes the parabolic behaviour and is therefore the lowest 
term to predict a minimum and to supply information on the errors of the 
quantities to be fitted. Unlike the gradient a» we can expect G(fi°) to be 
roughly constant over small regions on p., since it would be exactly constant if 
all higher-order terms were zero. 

Therefore in most cases it is sufficient to re-evaluate the function derivatives 
only once, if a re-evaluation is necessary at all. Sometimes it may be useful to 
re-evaluate not all derivatives but only the derivatives of those parameters 
whose coordinates are highly sensitive, i.e. p5=l/p and eventually the direction 
parameters P3 and p« for tracks strongly inclined with respect to the axis 
normal to the detectors. 

For a purely quadratic function Q2(i>), the minimum can be predicted precisely by 
one single step (independently of the starting value p°) 

A = £f'-• E° = -G"' • g. 
= -V(p.f-p.°) • g. 

= -V(fif-£*) • a . (4.66) 

where the inverse of the constant matrix G is the covariance matrix of the 
parameters &. 

In the case of a covariance matrix V of the coordinates that is independent of 
the track parameters, and if the predicted coordinates along a track - ±(p.0) 
are linear functions of p., the formulas (4.65) and (4.66) just give again the 
formulas of the linear least squares estimators [formulas (2.6) and (2.7)]. 
However, we can now judge in a better way what we have to take care of when 
applying the above-described Newton method as an iterative technique to a non-
quadratic function Q2(o.), or if we use it in cases where the second derivative 
matrix has been evaluated only approximately by neglecting the second term in 
(4.65). This is equivalent to considering the coordinates ±(£) to be 
approximately only linearly dependent on B. in the range of possible measurement 
fluctuations. 

The Newton method steps up to a maximum or diverges whenever the matrix G is not 
positive definite. To illustrate this, we consider the one-dimensional case: 
when using a quadratic approximation to minimize a general non-linear function, 
f(x) = a+g*x+1/2*G*xz, it makes sense to take a step of Ax = -g/G only if G > 0, 
since otherwise we would step away from the minimum, or to infinity in the case 
of G being zero. Unfortunately there is no simple way of telling, in general, 
whether a matrix is positive definite or not. 

For a well-designed detector, we can, however, be assured that the function 
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Q z(£) varies only in its parabolic domain around the true parameters £.* if the 
initial values E° have already been established precisely enough before the 
track fit and if the experimental errors are not too large. The maximal range 
over which the £° are allowed to vary can be easily determined with the help of 
simulated tracks. The track fit for each track is performed several times, 
taking the true values as initial values for four of the parameters, and each 
time shifting the fifth one further and further away from its true value; ue 
then plot the obtained values of 0.2 as a function of Api, the deviation from the 
true value p;*; the maximal Ap{ are defined by the limits of the interval in 
which Q 2 can be represented by a parabola. 

As these limits might be reached in the case of strongly curved tracks and in 
the presence of important multiple scattering, ue recommend that also the 
initialization be simulated when testing a fit algorithm with the help of 
simulated tracks. 

If these limits are too narrow for the initialization algorithm chosen, one 
could 

- either try to choose another set of track parameters - which is the reason why 
normally 1/p is used as a parameter (and not the momentum p itself) to 
describe trajectories in a magnetic field; 

- or change the method and use perhaps one of the quasi-Newton ones which ue 
will briefly mention below. 

An advantage of the Newton method has been that the step direction is hot along 
the gradient vector a» but we take account of parameter correlations through the 
off-diagonal terms of the second derivative matrix. In general, by modifying the 
matrix G, the size and direction of the step can be changed in such a way that 
it is also possible to confidently handle cases where the initial values £° are 
so far away from the true one that we have left the safe parabolic region of Q 2 

around the minimum at £*. One possibility is to set Aj» - «S. and to insert this 
in Eq. (4.63). With 

H 1' = Q 2 + « • g.» • a • 1'2 a 2 • g.» • 6 • g. 

an2'/oa = g.* '• a • a * a * • i» • a = o » 
one obtains 

a = -g* . a'(9L* • 6 • a) 

AP = -la* • a)/(a* • 6 * a)l • a » 
which should be compared with (4.66). 

However, another pragmatic method in case of difficulties during the iterations 
is to add an empirical diagonal matrix D to 6: 

g « - G * D ; D = 
1/c,2 0 

0 1/ffs2 
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This corresponds to hypothetical direct measurements of p. uith the errors 
<r1t — ,9s and makes the steps smaller during iterations and closer to the 
gradient. A final step is then performed uith D = 0. A modern method of 
assuming positive definiteness is the Cholesky factorisation of the covariance 
matrix. 

The most common uay of avoiding that 6 becomes non-positive definite is to 
invest some considerable effort in a parameter 'guestimate' and to start the fit 
uith uell-enough established initial values p.0. 

One of the draubacks of the above iterative techniques is the need for 
(repeated) evaluation and inversion of the second derivative matrix G, i.e. the 
predicted coordinates iCg 1) along the track and their derivatives uith respect 
to the values fil. Moreover, if the covariance matrix of the coordinates depends 
strongly on the track parameters, it should be re-evaluated after each 
iteration. But often it is good enough to evaluate it only once at the beginning 
of the fit, using the initial values p_° of the parameters Csee Section 4.3). 

Some technical aspects should still be mentioned. 

- If the matrix to be inverted gets too large, it might be necessary to separate 
even the single-track fit into fits for track segments, because the computer 
time needed for the inversion increases uith approximately the third power of 
its dimensionality, -N 3. Fitting only track segments is possible uithout loss 
of rigour, and ue refer to the literature for an example [321. 
In any case, the matrix inversion uill usually need a considerable amount of 
computer time; if fast track models are used, the inversion can even give the 
dominant contribution. 

- If the tracks are of different length N (N being the number of measured 
coordinates along a track) ue should distinguish tuo cases: 

i) The change of N is only due to inefficiencies. The most elegant uay is 
then to simply put the corresponding function derivatives to zero before 
performing the matrix operations. This corresponds to the fact that the 
inefficient detectors do not contribute any information. 

ii) If the number N of detectors encountered along a particle's path varies 
strongly from track to track topology, e.g. in the SFM then it is more 
efficient to limit the matrix operations to the real dimensions of 
measurements. 

iii) If the ueight matrix is diagonal then the measurements, the track model, 
and the derivative matrix should be scaled uith I/o, in order to avoid 
unnecessary matrix calculations. Formula (4.66) then reads 

Aa = a f - fi° = -G - 1 • a 
(4.67) 

= -(A'* • A')"' • A'« • [£'-!'(E'°)1 . 
where ' denotes the scaled quantities. 
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4.4.2 Convergence 

Me nou uant to describe those conditions that have to be fulfilled so that ue 
can consider an iterative minimization method to have converged to the global 
minimum of the objective function; the convergence criteria are: 

- the sequence {p.1! is converging to p_f, and the gradient g. is sufficiently 
close to zero, testing on g* * ftp 

- the sequence {Q2(p.1)l is converging to Q2(p.f) = x 2 

- the second derivative matrix 6 is positive definite; and 

- the parameters p.* have meaningful values, i.e. they fulfil given constraints 
like that a vertex must be in the target region. 

The assumption that the sequences are converging is of course speculative and ue 
will only adopt a pragmatic uay of judgement. The criteria used to assume 
convergence is to check if the changes occurring between the last successive 
iterations are less than some prescribed quantities. These limits have usually 
to be determined empirically. If all convergence criteria have been fulfilled, 
and thus the final estimates for the track parameters p.* obtained, the track 
following part of an additional iteration has still to be carried out in order 
to arrive at the correct x 2 = Q2(fi.f). However, if the track-follouing step is 
time consuming - as when integrating the equations of motion numerically - and 
the last relative change of ÛQ 2 = Q 2 (p.*"1 >-Q2(p.f~2) is small, one may also 
evaluate the final x 2 from the previous iteration, giving 
X 2 = Q2(p.f"1 )-1/2 • g,* ' ûfi- Like all limits, the louer limit of ÛQ 2 is 
obtained empirically from the analysis of a subset of data, i.e. by program 
tuning. 

When tuning a fitting procedure it is recommended to be, at first, quite strict 
about the verification of convergence. In fact one has to consider the 
following: 

- The stability of £ and Q.2 for on-going iterations has to be checked. 

- The influence of the ÛQ 2 test on p.* has to be investigated uhen no ftp. test is 
made. 

- If x 2 = Q2(p.f) is not evaluated at the end of the fit, one has to consider the 
possible distortion of the x 2 distribution - or of the probability 
distribution. An understanding of this distortion is needed to be able to 
judge its implications for cuts and the background evaluation. 

- All convergence criteria must be far beyond computer precision; in practice 
changes of Q 2 of the order of 0.1 to 0.001 will, however, already have no more 
influence on the physical output of the track analysis. In the case of bad 
initialization or complicated track shape it may turn out that Q 2 does not 
decrease in a monotonie uay. So it is advisable to allow that the Q 2 may also 
increase once from one iteration to the next; two such steps are in general a 
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final indication of divergence. 

Also scaling may have a significant influence on the performance of a 
minimization method, since convergence tolerances are based on an implicit 
definition of 'small' and 'large'. Especially, scaling may help to avoid 
reaching the limits of the computer precision during matrix operations. 

One way of scaling is to transform the variables of the objective function from 
their original representation, which may reflect their physical nature, to 
variables that have the following properties: 

- the variables are all of similar magnitude; 

- a fixed change in any of the variables results in a similar change of the 
objective function for all variables. 

This influence of the measurement precision of p. is easily avoided by replacing 
p; «- pj/oj, uhere oi is the square root of the i-th diagonal element of 
V(fif-E*). The reduced parameter should then not change by more than 0.01 during 
the last iteration. 

Although the solution of a given minimization problem is in principle unaltered 
if Q 2 is multiplied by a positive constant, it is in general preferable that the 
objective function is of the order of unity in the region of interest. According 
to relation (2.9) ue should thus scale Q z to Q2/(N-u>) uhere N-|i is the number of 
degrees of freedom, i.e. the number of measurements minus the number of 
independent parameters. 

4.4.3 Tests 

As mentioned earlier, the validity of a method applied for the fitting procedure 
is usually first checked by Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment. Houever, 
during a running experiment it is of great importance to keep a permanent check 
on whether a detector still behaves as it was assumed it did during the Monte 
Carlo simulation. This check also indicates whether one can have confidence in 
the errors evaluated on the fitted parameters. One possibility is to compare 
the residual distributions of fitted Monte Carlo data and of real data. The 
disadvantage of this method is that the error matrix depends, although in a 
smooth uay, on the track parameter vector p.. 

In the limit of linear dependence of the track model ±(fi) on the track 
parameters p., one can use a test procedure which is independent of the track 
parameters. The idea is to plot continuously and check the distributions of the 
reduced quantities 

r;r = Ic^-f i(fif) Wv( £ r - K a # > > i i , (4.68) 

which should have the fo l lowing p r o p e r t i e s : 

< r i r > = 0 ; v ( r j r ) = 1 . ( 4 . 6 9 ) 

Knowing the covariance matrix V(c.r-i.(p.*)) and a valid approximation of the 
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derivative matrix A = ÔJ/dp. at the, to us, unknown true parameters £*, ue can 
evaluate the covariance matrix V(c_r-f_(£f )) by formula (4.71): 

Ue consider the functions f_(£> to be only linear in £. Then the matrix of 
derivatives A = df_/Ô£ is constant. Me can thus consider the !.(£) to be expanded 
around any value of p. and choosing these values to be the, to us, unknown £*, 
the fitted values £ f will then be obtained by using formulas (4.64) and (4.66), 
i.e. 

£ * = £ * • lA«'V(sr-i(p.t))-'«A]-1 • A» • V(c.r-I(£*))-« • Ic-ite*)] (4.70) 

Then, ue can urite 

V(£r-i(fif)) = V[£r-I(E*)-A« (£f-p_*)] 

Using error propagation with respect to s.r = £ r-£(£ - 1) ue then obtain 

V(£r-I(fif)) = V(çr-jF(fi*)) - AlA* • V(£r-i(p.*))-' • A]"» • A* , (4.71) 

where 

A • (A» • V « • A)"' • A* = V(I(£f) - !(£*)) . 

The reduced quantities r̂  should be permanently plotted during the data analysis 
because they are an extremely sensitive tool for checking the stability of the 
detector behaviour. If one part of the detector set-up deteriorates, the 
corresponding reduced residual distribution uill increase strongly in uidth, 
while the other quantities might be less affected. These quanti ties are also a 
check on whether the track model is accurate enough compared uith the detector 
precision. 

In practice, uhen plotting the reduced residuals r;, care must be taken not to 
include background uhen evaluating the variance v(r; r) of these residuals. One 
quite practicable uay is to cut their distribution at ±3. The final technique 
for diminishing possible background influence has to be chosen according to the 
data behaviour. Thi.» sensibility is due to the fact that in experiments uith 
little redundancy the difference between measured and fitted quantities is of 
the order of only a feu tenths of a millimetre. A check that should never be 
forgotten consists in checking whether the variance v(r; r) is greater than zero, 
i.e. significantly greater than the machine precision. The variance uill become 
zero if the corresponding projection of the track is not overdetermined. 

Finally, ue also uant to mention the problem of outliers 121]. If one reduced 
residual after the fit is significantly larger than expected, i.e. very large 
uith respect to 1, ue call the corresponding measurement an outlier. This can be 
due to a delta ray, a cluster decay, a noise signal which has been associated 
uith the track, etc. The theory of this problem is complex. Without any 
mathematical rigour ue uill treat such measurements straightforwardly. If the 
number of measurements along a track is large and the percentage of outliers 
small, ue uould reject all measurements giving rise to a residual larger than 
3*<ri(£-£*). The track fit uould then be repeated uith the remaining 
measurements. The influence of this procedure on the final estimates can be 
studied by a Monte Carlo simulation of outliers. On the other hand, if the 
number of measurements is so small that it is not possible to eliminate 
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outliers, the only way seems to be to evaluate the o's, the necessary 
corrections, the distortion of the x2-distribution, and the biases introduced by 
cuts by Monte Carlo methods. 

4.5 Background and losses 

In order to underline the importance of a good track model and the correct 
evaluation of the weight matrix, we shall briefly discuss background. 

Background is any association of coordinates to a track, which in fact were not 
generated by one single particle trajectory. The task of track-fitting has been 
defined as the evaluation of the (in general five) track parameters for a set of 
N coordinate measurements which are assumed to form one track; we realize that 
if only five independent measurements are present, no test of this 'ad hoc 
hypothesis' can be carried out. If, however, the problem of parameter estimation 
is overdetermined and if the resolution of the detector is good, it is to be 
expected that after having carried out the least squares estimation procedure 
the background is frequent at large values of the sum of least squares Q.Z(D.*) 
and vanishes more rapidly than correct data for small values. For clean track 
candidates, i.e. free from outliers and background, and if the covariances of 
the coordinates have been well adjusted, the least squares value Q2(p.f) obeys 
almost (in fact asymptotically with the number of measurements) a x z 

distribution, with the average being equal to the number of degrees of freedom 
(N-5) according to formula (2.9). 

In order to be able to compare the x 2 of tracks of different track length N, we 
calculate the probability to find a x 2 larger than a given value: 

P(X 2 r'>X 2) = / Pn<X2') • dx 2' , (4.72) 
X 2 

where p n is the frequency function of a X 2 distribution for n degrees of 
freedom. For a number of clean tracks, P is uniformly distributed between 0 and 
1. if the experimentally obtained distribution is somewhat inclined, this 
normally indicates that a systematical error has occurred in the evaluation of 
the covariance matrix; if the slope is negative, then the covariances have 
probably been underestimated. 

In the presence of background, we will find some enhancement near P = 0. This 
allows us to define a cut, and to evaluate the remaining background and the loss, 
of good data [Fig. 4.71. 

One has to take care that the cut after single-track reconstruction should not; 
be too restrictive, because it may be difficult to evaluate the correlations 
with other cuts during the further analysis (the vertex fit and kinematical 
analysis) and might spoil the absolute normalization. If the errors are not 
Gaussian or the track model is strongly non-linear, a too narrow cut can also 
introduce a bias. However, a well-understood track reconstruction will be a 
powerful help in the final background analysis and normalization. 
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Figure 4.7: The probability distribution of P 
for a set of tracks uhich allows us to 
define a cut for rejecting background 

As mentioned is Subsection 4.1.2, when discussing the parametrization method of 
small-angle multiple scattering, it is also possible to obtain an indication of 
uhether a set of measurements really presents a single track by checking the 
fitted scattering parameters; any systematic deviation may be the effect of a 
break of the track, uhich might be an indication that the original track has 
decayed. 

At the end it should be pointed out again that the theoretical x 2 distribution 
holds only for Gaussian distributed residuals and linear models; for other cases 
the distribution must be determined by MC methods. 

4.6 Adding non-geometrical information 

In addition to the coordinates, some other information is sometimes available. 
But usually this information, although very useful for particle identification, 
triggering, etc., must be treated with great care uhen used in a geometry 
program. Me demonstrate this uith the most common case: a time-of-f1ight 
measurement. 

If the velocity of a particle is significantly different from the velocity of 
light (e.g. for a recoil particle in diffractive processes, see MA6 III), then 
the time-of-f1ight bears valid information about the momentum and the mass of 
this particle: 
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t * 1/B = 1/p • i/(p 2+m z) , (4.73) 

uith 1 being the path length. Using p$ = q/p we obtain 

t * 1 • Ps • i/[m 2*d/Ps) 2l (4.74) 

It is usually possible to make a rough estimate of 1 and to consider it as a 
constant during the fit. Only for very slot» particles and important curvature 
must the length 1 be varied also during the iteration process; but in any case 
slow particles cause several problems (important multiple scattering, energy 
loss, nuclear scattering). 

There are nou tuo possibilities: 

- either the time-of-flight information is used during the geometrical fit; 

- or, preferably, this information is added in an additional fit step or even 
later in the kinematical fit, if enough geometrical information is available 
for a first track fit without using additional information. 

The first method is faster, while the second method is more transparent but 
requires a lot of additional tracking if no fast tracking parametrization is 
available; on the other hand, parametrized coordinates require an additional 
algorithm to arrive at a guess of the path length [53]. 

To the objective function Q 2, the x 2 ansatz, we must nou add an additional term 

Q 2 +• Q 2 • It" - t(p s; l,m)] 2/V(t»' r) , (4.75) 

where t" is the measured time-of-f1ight, 1 the path length and m the mass. This 
term enlarges the error matrix to 

V(c.r) S. 

0* V(t"' p) 
(4.76) 

and the derivative matrix to 

dfi/dpi 

fcf /dpi 
H 

0 D 0 0 

Mi/dp $ 

3>f /op s 
N 

dt/fcps 

(4.77) 

and the weight matrix of the fitted quantities takes the form 
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[M(E f)] 5, 5 = tW(p_ f) 5, 5, g e o+ ( M / o p 5 )
2 • W(t"" r)l . (4.78) 

This indicates that the time-of-flight measurement contributes mainly to the 
precision of the momentum, but only if B < c, i.e. M/dp$ > 0. 

In order to get V(t"" r), the fit is first performed without t", and the 
distribution of the difference between t(jof ;l,m) and t"'r must be plotted. If 
the error on t(p_* ;l,m) cannot be neglected versus o(t™ r), it must be unfolded. 
This is easy for similar track topology, but requires more work if the 
individual tracks are quite different from one another. 

4.7 Vertex fit 

In general, the interest is not only in reconstructing single tracks but also in 
seeing whether a certain number of tracks originate from a common vertex and 
determining this vertex position. Fortunately (under the normal experimental 
conditions, with Gaussian errors on the actual measurements and approximately 
good linearity of the residuals as functions of the fit parameters as used for 
the least squares estimation method), the separation in fitting first the 
individual tracks and then the common vertex does not cause any loss of 
information, and the results obtained are of the same quality as if one would 
fit tracks and their vertex at the same time. For example, such a unified track 
and vertex fit was carried out for the analysis of the experiment WA7 [1] on 
two-body reactions at large pt [76]. 

However, for many-prong vertices and for triggers with more than one vertex, one 
is even almost obliged to separate track and vertex fit, as otherwise one would 
have to operate on large matrices and risk obtaining imprecise results. This 
separation is also advantageous from the point of view of testing the 
kinematical hypothesis. 

To obtain a common vertex of m tracks, the procedure would then be as follows: 
For each individual track, ue have five fitted parameters £ f and the 
corresponding covariance matrix relative to the true values. For m tracks we 
have a set of m • 5 fitted quantities, which can be considered as "virtual 
measurements" with a known covariance matrix where only the five parameters 
belonging to the same track are correlated. 

The m-prong vertex is described by three quantities giving the vertex position 
in space, and three for the momentum of each individual particle, 3 • (m+1) 
quantities in total: 

P V f 1 = "V,1 

Pv»2 = xy,ï 
Pv»3 = *v»3 
Pv,* = first parameter of the first particle (4.79) 

« 
« 

Pv,3-(»+i) = third parameter of the m-th particle. 
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The x 2 ansatz nou takes the form 

m 
0.2 = Z q 5

2 , (4.80) 
i = 1 

uith 

q i 2 = l l it i j -J t i i i < E v ) l * • M, i , • (Be n - k ( i » C £ v ) ] , ( 4 . 8 1 ) 

uhere E< î ) is the fitted parameter vector of the i-th particle, and k(i)(£v) are 
the functions expressing E H ) in terms of the vertex parameter £ v. Me should 
note that jc(i) (and thus the q;) depends only on the i-th momentum and on the 
common vertex x.v, i.e. six variables only. The vector Ev is then determined by 
minimization of Q 2. 

If additional information is available, e.g. the interaction profile of crossing 
beams in storage rings is known, additional terms can be added to the X 2 ansatz 
in formula (4.80); for example, for a known mean value of the true third vertex 
coordinate <xv,3*>, which is given by the beam profile, and known variance, the 
following term can be added: 

(Xv,3 " < X V 3 * > )
2 

(4.82) 
9 J(Xy,3* - <Xv,3*>) 

When examining the fit result, a careful distinction should be made between 
ff(xV3* - <x V3*>), «(Xv3

f " <Xv3*>), and c(x V3
f - x V3*), where the first variance 

has to have the largest value. However one should be aware of the fact that 
adding a term such as (4.82) to the X 2 ansatz is only justified to the extent 
that it is justified to include the usually more or less rectangular shape of 
the interaction profile in the least squares method. 

It was also tried out to divide the vertex fit itself into two steps: 

- The first one consists in finding the point of closest distance with respect 
to the m trajectories having a common vertex taking into account the possible 
different weights for each of the track parameter vectors; 

- in the second, the m vectors of track parameters are slightly modified, taking 
into account their covariance matrices under the constraint that the vertex is 
the intersection of the m trajectories. 

This two-step method has been coded and successfully applied in the case of the 
absence of magnetic field, i.e. for finding a common vertex for a set of 
straight lines [41], as well as for the case of a general magnetic field. 

Up to nou we have described only the uay of finally estimating the parameters of 
an m-prong vertex. For complex triggers containing one or more primary and 
secondary vertices (from decaying charged and neutral particles) and background 
tracks, it is first necessary to solve the topological problem of vertex 
recognition, i.e. to find out whether a specific track has a common vertex uith 
other tracks, and whether that vertex is a primary or secondary one. 

The method used for vertex recognition in the ROMEO vertex package (261 proceeds 
in several steps, by 
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- calculating possible points where the helices representing the particles in a 
reasonable homogeneous magnetic field are sufficiently close to one another; 

- clustering these intersections to subsets; 

- and alternating between the vertex fit on single subsets (using the above-
described two-step method) and topology checks. 

4.7 Vertex fit 
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5. ppNCmsiPHS 

Having examined the different approaches for solving the problem of track-
fitting and seen that there does not exist a universal method, it is 
nevertheless possible to arrive at a someuhat general structure for any single 
track fit processor. The following logical flou diagram indicates uhat is common 
to most such processors: 

Figure 4.8: Structure of a 
single track fit processor 

Track-finding I 
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I 
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I 
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In Section 5.1 we will then propose some recommendations for the details of the 
above flou diagram, and ue uill give some final recommendations on the choice of 
a safe track-fitting procedure. 

The different aspects that occur during a fit may be briefly illustrated uith 
the help of a particular example. In pp elastic scattering at high energies, 
the number of events drops drastically uith the scattering angle. If the 
computer offers sufficient memory, there is no reason to increase the relative 
background because of the loss of resolution at large momentum transfer through 
too rough a track model in an inhomogeneous field region, uhen the model uould 
describe the trajectories uith parameters out of the whole phase space. This 
rough track model uould present the risk of less efficient background separation 
and non-understood cuts. Thus the manpower should be concentrated on a fast 
track model in the smaller phase space of the more populated region (such as 
that described in Subsection 4.2.4). At large momentum transfer, houever, 
tracking by numerical integration of the individual equations of motion should 
be used (Subsection 4.2.2). And there is still the possibility to play uith the 
field map: the time needed to evaluate the field at a given point increases if 
the available memory decreases (Subsection 4.1.1). 

In Section 5.2 ue uill then finish this report uith a summary of such general 
important aspects as are relevant for the choice of a safe track-fitting method. 

5.1 Recommendations 

Me have already stated several times that there does not exist a universal 
method of track-fitting, ouing to the many different experimental environments 
and requirements of accuracy, speed, and computer space. 

If enough computer time is available, then ue uould recommend the use of such 
algorithms as those employed in the latest version of the program SINFIT [55]. 
This can be briefly summarized as follows: 

- Variable Runge-Kutta tracking, allowing the calculation of predicted 
coordinates for an assumed set of track parameters and the derivatives of the 
predictions uith respect to these parameters, is used. 

- The effect of energy loss and multiple scattering is evaluated as many times 
as is necessary in order to obtain the desired accuracy for the track model, 
its derivatives and the covariance matrix; the matrix method of multiple 
scattering, as described in reference [711, can be used. 

Only if the required condition is not fulfilled (resulting in the virtual 
track constructed in the course of the program being too far auay from the 
actual measured one), should the matrix method for multiple scattering be 
replaced by the one used in the break-point fit [801. 

- The choice of the track parameters should be such that it allows the 
minimization step in the least squares estimation method to be carried out by 
linearization. 

It might prove quite expensive to analyse all the tracks using the above-
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described method. Nevertheless, our recommendation would be to first make use of 
this method and then look for a faster algorithm, for uhich the results of the 
slower one will serve as reference and quality test. This is because the 
application of fast methods - uhen, for instance, splines or parametrizations 
are used to describe the track model - often requires a great deal of skill and 
experience, especially uhen the fit may have to deal with track candidates uhich 
had not been foreseen in the simulation of the experiment (e.g. track candidates 
containing background signals or outliers). But already uhen starting to design 
a fit program one should take into account the possibility of implementing 
another algorithm later on in addition to the safe back-up method. 

5.2 Summary 

The summary of the main aspects that have to be considered before choosing a 
track-fitting method uould be as follows: 

Amount of data. The amount of data can vary by as much as seven orders of 
magnitude; thus the data analysis should be organized and split up into several 
subtasks in such a uay that the amount of data reduces considerably from one 
analysis step to the next one. This means that a considerable amount of effort 
must be put into tuning the analysis programs uell. Such organization of the 
analysis uill become more and more important owing to the trend towards using 
dedicated microprocessors and emulators [38],[97). 

Data reduction. When testing programs by means of simulated events, the number 
of events entering in the pattern recognition program is often very close to the 
number of events entering the geometry program. As the geometry program usually 
takes about three to ten times more computer time per event than the pattern 
recognition program, if often happens that not enough care is taken to look for 
valid methods of data reduction and CP time reduction for the pattern 
recognition program. - Furthermore, a uell organized sequence of data reduction 
algorithms uill also be of great help uhen thinking on the design of a many 
stage trigger [67],183]. 

With real data, the load of the pattern recognition may, however, increase 
drastically, compared to that of the geometry program. 

Detectors, costsr reliability. The choice of detectors might be imposed if 
either available equipment will have to be used or no major effort can be 
invested in detector development. Also, the cost plays an important role. 
Experimental set-ups should be carefully examined for reliability, because a 
sophisticated detector, designed with respect to a clever reconstruction 
algorithm, can cause a severe computer load if its behaviour does not come up to 
expectation. An acceptance calculation which would make use of the complete 
program chain can be more expensive than the reconstruction of real data (those 
considerations are of course still more important for the design of 
sophisticated triggers). 

Me therefore want to stress again that priority should be given to a fast and 
reliable pattern recognition, uhich might also include fast filtering (Chapter 
3) and is often suitable for a good initialization of the fit procedure. 
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Multiple scattering and energy loss. Multiple scattering should be compared with 
the detector resolution, and edge effects have to be studied carefully; and the 
energy loss should be included in the equations of motion, if possible. 

Computers. It is an asset if the type of computer on uhich the program will run 
is known in advance. Compatibility, slow and fast storage possibilities, and 
possible overlay structures should be carefully examined. Furthermore, there is 
a tendency to underestimate the manpower and computer time needed for program 
development. Also, the turnaround can strongly influence the progress of the 
program development and the analysis. 

Urgency. The manpower and the experience of the programmers uith some special 
algorithms play an important role in finalizing a program in a given time. 

Communication. Last but not least the communication between the collaborating 
institutes is of importance. This usually requires transparency, program 
modularity, established standards [541, and good program documentation. The last 
requirement is usually the one that is the least respected and causes the 
greatest waste of manpower. One should really try to understand all programs 
used in a collaboration, and test the readability of one's own programs severely 
before they are released for use by a collaboration. 

Phvsics. The final goal of an experiment will influence the geometry program 
through the physics requirements on resolution, tolerable background, and 
normalization precision. 
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